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ABSTRACT
Loads methods currently being used to design Shuttle Orbiter payloads are
summarized. Methods used for the design of payloads launched by expendable
launch vehicles are described in historical perspective. Experiences gained
from expendable launch vehicle payloads are used to develop methodologies for
the Space Shuttle Orbiter payloads. The objectives for the development of a
new metl,odology for the Shuttle payloads are to reduce the cost and schedule
for the payload load analysis by decoupling the payload analysis from the
launch vehicle to the maximumextent possible. Methods are described for
payload member load estimation or obtaining upper bounds for dynamic loads, as
well as load prediction or calculating actual transient member load time
histories.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The advent of the space shuttle as the major transportation system for
U.S. space operations in the Ig80's and beyond has renewed the interest in
developing improved methods for payload dynamic load prediction.
Consistent with the objective of the space shuttle system to achieve a low
cost launch capability, cost-effective methods for obtaining payload
design loads are being sought. To achieve these objectives, the Dynamic,
Acoustic, and Thermal Environments (DATE) program has been formed by the
NASAOffice of Aeronautics and Space Technology (OAST). The DATEworking
group consists of representatives from NASAcenters interested in
structures technology and is chaired by the Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC). The goals of DATE are the devel_pment and validation of improved
technology for the prediction of dynamic, acoustic, and thermal
environments and the associated payload responses in cargo areas of large
reusable vehicles. To achieve this, extensive research-oriented
environmental measurements on early shuttie flights are to be made. These
data will then serve as the basis for developing better load prediction
methods which are to be confirmed and refined as additional flight data
become available. Ultimately these data will lead to improved spacecraft
structural design criteria and test criteria [I],[2].
This repo_'t summarizes the loads methods for the Shuttle Orbiter payloads
which are now being proposed for future usage by the payload community.
A historic background of payload design methodology for expendable
boosters is included for completeness. While this summary emphasizesthe
experiences at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), it is representative
of aerospace practice over the last 20 years. In the context of loads
analysis, the term "spacecraft" is frequently used in this report to mean
the _yload structure carried by the launch vehicle or expendable booster.
Extensive experience has been gained in the past aS JPL in the structural
design of such spacecraft as Ranger, Mariner, Surveyor, Viking, and_______
Voyager. All these were launched using expendable boosters.
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Tile Galileo spacecraft currently being developed at JPL is the first
interplanetary spacecraft to be launched using the Space Transportation
System (STS). Over the years spacecraft structures have been designed to
various criteria. In the early days of the space program the structure
was typically designed to survive a sine vibration test at input levels
prescribed by the environmental requirements engineers. Later as
computers and finite element methods became prevalent, structures were
designed to survive an analytically predicted flight load. Lately methods
were developed at JPL to calculate the expected upper bounds of the member
loads. I
l
Since it is anticipated that ultimately the STS is to be used much like a !
cargo airplane, such that only minimal or no system preflight loads 1
analysis will be required for high reliability missions, it is important _i
to dev.'lop several tools for loads predictions. The methodology to be
used for a particular payload will be determined by the size, complexity,
and cost of the payload, and thus by the degree of dynamic interaction
with the STS. The degree of dynamic interaction between the payload and
the launch vehicle is much more important for a reusable launch vehicle
due to the emergency landing loads, a condition wherein the
spacecraft-to-launch vehicle weight ratio is higher than for typical
launch events of expendable boosters.
A classification of STS payloads as to cost, size, and criticality as I
related to the detail of predicted analysis levels is given in Table I-I.
The purpose of this report is to summarize the STS loads methodology
currently being used by the payload cemmunity and the methods under
development to simplify the STS loads prediction. Wherever possible, the
proposed methodology will be evaluated using actucl design loads obtained
for the Galileo (GLL) and the International Solar Polar Mission (ISPM)
spacecrafts.
This summary is intended as a first step in the development of loads
methodology as part of DATE, and will be updated as more experience is
, , , - , .......... i - i - I -
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Table I-i. Classifileatlon of s'rs Payloads
Category I Category II C_tegory III
Cost Low cost, Moderate cost, some Highly expensive, large
detailed loads analysis cost penalty for
transient anal[- justifiable, structural failure,
ysis too severe detailed loads analysis
a cost penalty. Justified.
Size Small/light, no Some impedance Large payload/orbiter
significant effects at orbiter dynamic interactions,
effect on interface in low- may effect orbiter/
orbiter, can frequency range, external tank dynamics
afford wt. at launch.
penalty.
Criticality No critical Some duplication of Critical launch win-
launch window, payloads, con- dows, no retrieve/
can be straints on launch repair capability,
retrieved/ windows, minimal single backup
repaired, repairability spacecraft.
numerous
launches.
EXAMPLES
Communication High energy/ Planetary missions,
satellites, synchronous, DOD comet rendezvous,
small science payloads, manned out-of-ecliptic.
payloads, earth orbital lab., large I
resources, wea- space telescope. I
ther satellites.
.... • • i ........................................ r............ .... i I 1
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gained in applying these methods and comparing the results to flight
data. Thls report is mainly concerned with the method of obtaining loads;
however, the modelling techniques, analysis/test correlation of the
mathematical and test philosophy will be discussed to the extent that they
relate to loads methods.
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II. EARLYLOADSMETHODOLOGYFOR EXPENDABLEBOOSTERS
The structural analysis and design engineer has been searching for a
systematic method to obtain dynamic loads data since the design of
Explorer I in 1957, long before spacecraft structural design criteria and
spacecraft environmental requirements were formalized. At that time,
spacecraft designers lacked the experience and technology of the aircraft
industry both in the area of loads prediction and dynamic testing. Thus,
the first Explorer was conservatively designed by a combination of
engineering judgement and requirements to de-couple the spin-frequency
from structural frequencies. Structural modeling for the Explorer
satel(ite was limited to simple back-of-the-envelope type of
calculations. The vibration test requirements were derived from existing
military specifications for the Sergeant and Corporal Missiles.
As the lunar and interplanetary spacecraft became larger and more complex,
the design for a dynamic environment became more important.
A. The Ranger Lunar Spacecraft
Ranger was the first JPL project for which an attempt was made to
design a spacecraft for a dynamic environment. The Ranger spacecraft
weighed approximately 340 kg (750 Ibs) and were launched_using the
Atlas/Agena Space Vehicle.
I. Structural Design Criterion
Although the fundamentals of the dynamics of space vehicle
systems were understood at the commencementof the Ranger
project, they were not documented until much later [3]. Since
there was a lack of flight data, the structural design i
philosophy for Ranger was basically governed by an environmental
specification for a system vibration test. An implied design j
goal was a minimum frequency criterion for the cantilevered
"6-
spacecraft which was negotiated wi±h the launch vehicle
contractor.
2. Dynamic Analyses
Since the computer tools were limited at the time Ranger was
designed, only a limited amount of static and dynamic analyses
were performed. The modeling was limited to a finite element
representation using truss and beamelements [4]. The dynamic
analyses consisted of estimating load factors for various masses
and then _olving an equivalent static problem. Thus the dynamic
analysis relied heavily on engineering judgement, and was mainly
aimed at successfully passing the vibration test.
3. Structural Testing
Structuraltestingon Ranger consistedof developmentaltesting
and qualificationtesting.
a. Developmental Testing
Extensivemodal testingusing multipleshakerswas
performedon the Ranger spacecraft. The data obtained in
these tests consistedof frequencies,mode shapes,modal
dampingand a limitednumber of force coefficients.
Although data obtained in these early modal tests were not
used to correlatewith analysis,these data proved very
valuablein re-evaluatingdesign load factorsand assessing
the dynamicresponsesexpectedduring qualification
testing. On later Ranger spacecraft,the modal data was
used to redesignthe spacecraftto avoid couplingwith
space vehiclemodes. The Ranger modal data proved very
useful for the Surveyorspacecraftas will be discussed
later.
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t+. Qualification Test:inq
l+he qualificatian test r(,quire.menl-.s for the e.arly Ranger
spacecr_ft prescrihed a three ,_xis s.y_tem vibration test to
" a level defined h y the project environmental requirements..I.
i, The input frequency spectrum was flat. This resulted in
i over testing and required some redesign at t:he cost of
i structural weiqht, l_ater in the project, a limitation on
i_ the vibration input /levels hased on the structural
capability of the Aqena adapter" was implemented. The
justification was not to test the spacecraft to levels
higher than what t:he support structure could react, thus
ensuring that in flight the launch vehicle support
structure would fail before the spacecraft would.
4. Flight Instrumentation
F1iqht instrumentation on the Ranger pro qram was minimal ;,id was
mainly aimed at defininq a torsional pulse which had be.,_._V1
observed in flights of Atlas vehicles-at the time of Booster
Engine Cutoff (BECO). Two accelerometers were flown on later
Ranger spacecraft to define this pulse. These flight
measurements did little to affect the design of the Ranger
spacecraft other than to provide frequency information, but
proved to be very valuahle for" the Survey,r progra,l.
B. The Surveyor Lunar Spacecraft:
Surveyor was the first JPL project in wllich a limited attempt was
made to use loads analysis methods to eithcr design the structure
[5], [b] or define the qualification testing [7]. The Surveyor
Spacecraft weiqhed approximately 2,'_0 k_l (620 Ibs) and was lallnched
using the Atlas/Centaur Space Vehicle.
I. Structural Design Criteria
The Surveyor structural design requirements were dominated by
the expected 3_lunar landing loads. The launch loads were
generally expected to be lower. For the launch condition the
structure was basically designed to survive a sinusoidal I
vibration test, the input level of which was intended to
envelope the expected launch acceleration. A frequency I
criterion was not imposed on the spacecraft design.
2. Dynamic Analyses
Analytical tools for structural design were becoming readily
available at the time the Surveyor analysi_ was perfortned. Not
only were the Finite element capabilities increasing [8], but
also the computer core availability allowed the solution of
larger structural problems.
Dynamic landing simulations were performed f_r the purpose of
assessinq landing stability [9], [I0], [II] and landing loads
[12]. The landing analyses assumed _ rigid spacecraft body
using an elastic simulation of the non-linear landing
structure. The equations of motion were integrated using a
fourth order Runge-Kutta procedure. To obtain spacecraft
landing loads, the interface forces between the landing struts
and the spacecraft calculated in a landing simulation were
applied to the elastic spacecraft, simulated by experimentally
determined normal modes. This procedure was not entirely
consistent because the stability simulation program did not
account for elastic responses of the spacecraft. However, in
this simulation an approximation with deviations generally in
the conservative direction was expected. Several redesiqns,
especially in the antenna solar panel positioner, were performed
based on the results of the landing ioad investigation.
l:(_r the simulation of launch I_ad_, a l imiled ,lnlount. _f analysis
was performed usinq forcinq functi_ns esl. imated i:r(ml flight dat.a
m_,asuv'ed durin!l the l\tlas/Aqena/l_angm" bc_o_t phase. These.
analyses were li,lited to estimat.es of spacecraft respon._e t.o a
torsional forcing function _ince that was the only flight data
available [6]. Similar types of analyses usinq the same flight
data were later per'formed for %he GSFCOrbiting Geophysical
Observatory (OGO-E) Spacecraft [13] and the Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory (OAO A-?) Spacecraft [14].
3. Structural Testinq
Two types of structural testinq for the Surveyor Spacecraft were
performed: developnlental test Jil!l altd qualification testing.
a. Developmental Testinq
Extensive modal testinq with multiple shakers was performed
both by the fhighes Aircraft Company (HAC) and by JPL. The
data obtained in these tests were ilsed both for modal
corr'elation and for obtaininfl dynanlic data used dIii'ectly in
the landing l(_ads analysis [I?]. The modal test results
for the boost configuration were used (lirectly in the
torsion latinch load ,_n,_lysis[ 5], [f4]. Structln'al transfer
functions were measured roy the put'Dose of assessing fl iqht
stability during tlle terminal de<_cent phase [ Ig]..
b. qua 1i_EEczcL.__LiJ]_q
Qualification testing was conducted for the landin_l loads
and the launch loads. For the landin_l loads a prototype
spacecraft with all componenis in f liqht-like configuration
and ,_pet'ali_m, including lit,,, tc'lelneLry link, wa_
type-,L!Jprov,I1 tt'gl;ed l_l" I,ulding lit three drop tests, lllis
WAg dolle ill ot'dt, t' 1o e<_t,thli,,h cottfidellCe it1 stt'tlCttlral alld
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functional survival of the spacecraft when subjected to the
dynamic landing environment.
For the launch environment a sinusoidal vibration test on
the system level was performed, allowing the input levels
to be suppressed or "notched" at frequencies where the
I response of certain components such as the solar panel
positioner exceeded the design loads as determined from a
I landing loads analysis,
The lack of simulation of the boundary conditions during a
sinusoidal vibration test was recognized during both the
Ranger and Surveyor Spacecraft [16]. It was shown
analytically that severe over- or undertesting can occur.
A rocking test table allowing the proper truncation and
rotation inputs was proposed. This mode of testing was,
however, never implemented due to cost and complexity.
4. Flight Instrumentation
Flight instrumentation on the Surveyor Spacecraft was limited to
strain gauges on the landing gear to measure landing forces.
Data obtained from these measurements compared favorably to
analytical predictions [II]. There was no flight
instrumentation flown to measure spacecraft responses during the
boost phase.
r The Mariner Interplanetary Spacecraft_m
The Mariner Spacecraft series was the first JPL project for which
in-house loads analyses were performed for some of those flight
events for which flight data was available. The Mariner spacecraft
ranged in weight from 245 kg (540 Ibs) to-980 kg (2150 Ibs) and were
launched atop the Atlas/Centaur Space Vehicle,
I,
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I. Structural Design Criterion
The Mariner Spacecraft were basically designed to survive a
forced sinusoidal vibration test with some allowable suppression
of the input levels based on response acceleration determined
from load analysis.
2. Dynamic Analyses
The development of the modal method _17], [18] was an
synthesis
advancement which was exploited during the Mariner project.
This method allowed subsystems to be analyzed, tested, and
verified separately and then combined into a system dynamic
model to be used in loads analysis or test simulation studies.
0n later Mariners the Structural Analysis and Matrix
Interpretive System (SAMIS) and modal synthesis was used [19],
[203.
The load analyses performed for the Mariner spacecraft utilized
flight accelerometer data from previously flown space vehicles.
A detailed description of the method is contained in References
r21] [22], [23] The fundamental idea was to use response dataL _ o
from a previously flown space vehicle system te predict the
input to a new spacecraft design usinq response data from a
previously flown space vehicle system. The flight data
consisted of six acceleration time histories measured at the
base of the spacecraft. The spacecraft/launch vehicle interface
was assumed to be statically determinate, thus the linear
acceleration time histories were t:,ansformed into equivalent
translation and rotation accelerations at the base of the
spacecraft. Furthermore, it was assumed that the equivalent
launch vehicle forcing function can be represented by a six
component vector at the base of the launch vehicle and that this
vector was invariant with payload. For any complex structural
system the relationship between the acceleration response and
the forcinq_f.unction Jr, the frequency domain can be written as
-12-
A(mi = H(c_,) F(_I (1!-I)
where A(m) is the Fourier transform of the response acceleration
F(m) is the Fourier transform of the forcing function
H(m) is the complex structural transfer function for the
space vehicle, and
is the circular frequency, rad/sec.
It is easily seen that if A(_) is obtained from a previous
flight and the transfer functions for the previous and the new
space vehicle are HO(_) and HN(m) , respectively, the new
spacecraft response A(_) can be calculated from
AN(m) : HN(W) Ho(m)-I Ao(m) (II-2) :
assuming that F(_o) is invariant.
The above method was used to estimate Mariner loads from
_reviously flown spacecraft, both Mariner and others. It should
be noted that while the method is mathematically exact there are
several practical limitations. The accuracy of this method
depends on obtaining phase coherent data with a minimum of
telemetry noise. Furthermore, the method is inherently
sensitive to the fidelity of the structural model. A difference
of computed modal properties with the observed frequency
response will cause a spurious response in the inverse process
of Eq. (II-2).
The frequency domain approach was used in the Mariner Program
both on the digital and analog computer. In addition to flight
load estimation, this technique was also used for determining
the shaker armature overturning moment during the low frequency
-- " _ ........ , , ......... I I I | II
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longitudinal vibration test and for determining the control
requirements durinq the forced vibration test. I
3. Structural Testing
On Mariner, several unique development tests were conducted in
addition to the qualification vibration test.
a. Developmental Testing
Frequencies, mode shapes and damping characteristics for
the cantilevered Mariner Spacecraft were determined using
multiple shaker sine dwell tests, The modal data were used
f_ analytical model correlation. These test data were
also used directly in the dynamic analyses. The modal
survey showed that the propellant played a very important
role in the proper representation of the dynamic model.
Hence special dynamic testing using a single tank was
> performed [24], The objective of this testing was to study
I the dynamic behavior of the fluid, specifically the
I effective weight and the damping.
b. Qualification Testing
The major structural elements of the Mariner Spacecraft
were qualified by a static test using strain gauged
members. The static loading conditions were determined
from a combination of predicted flight loads and expected
loads during the qualification vibration testS, Forced
vibration testing was perforlnedon the Mariner Spacecraft
system to levels specified by the environmental requirement
group. The input levels were suppressed in order not _,_
exceed design levels for primary structure.
-14-
4. Flight Instrumentation
Y
Several of the Mariner Spacecraft were instrumented at the
spacecraft/launch vehicle interface. The instrumentation
consisted of six (6) linear accelerometers placed on the
l
i adapter,such that the equivalenttranslationaland rotational
i accelerations at the base of the spacecraft could be calculated
! assuming a rigid interface. These flight data proved extreme,y
valuable and cost effective in the estimation of launch loads
and test criteriafor subsequentMarinerSpacecraft.
.......... i l •i iii
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III. SPACEVEHICLE SYSTEMTRANSIENT LOADSANALYSES
Space vehicle system transient load analysis is defined as a process
wherein a detailed model of the space vehicle system, a coupled dynamic
model of spacecraft and launch vehicle is analytically excited by a set of
transient forcing functions to obtain spacecraft loads. The output of
such analyses includes detailed member loads which are used directly for
the design, and/or acceleration of masses from which member loads can be
derived. These analytically determined spacecraft structural loads are
used as the basis for the structural design and qualification. This
approach was used for the Viking Orbiter System (VOS) which was part of
the Viking project managed by the Viking Project Office (VPO) at Langley
Research Center CLaRC) for NASA.
The project decision to rely al(aost exclusively on analysis for spacecraft
design was a clear technological advancement in spacecraft structural
design philosophy, and was an indication that the quality of analytical
tools and the understanding of launch vehicle system dynamics had reached
appreciable maturity. Further advances in computer technology, the
development of versatile finite element programs such as NASTRAN[25], new
methods for analyzing large dynamic systems [26], and dedicated an_iytice, ................
tools for booster analyses made a reliance on analysis possible. The
approach selected for Viking was based upon the following corlsiderations:
(i) requirement for a lightweight structure, (2) high reliability _or two
Viking missions, (3) a new, not previously flown launch vehicle system.
and (4) availability of launch vehicle engine forcing function data (tom
previous Titan and Centaur flights. The Viking orbiter design_experience
proved extremely valuable both from a technical and organizational poitlt
of view. Lessons learned from Viking were later used for developing
simplified and more efficient methods for loads analysis. The Viking
design process has been well documented [27], [28],[29], [30]. The
Viking experience will be summarized here emphasizing analytical and._est
methods used.
-16-
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A. Viking Orbiter Structural Design Criteria
1. Primary Structure
Any structural element whose failure would result directly in an
overall spacecraft structural failure was classified as primary
structure. Early in the programspecifichardwareitems were
establishedto be designedby transientloads analysis.
Engineeringjudgementwas used to select hardwarewith design
loads in the low-frequency(0 to 30 Hz) range. Design loads for
the primarystructurewere obtainedfrom space vehiclesystem
loads analysesnot verifiedby test. Flight load predictions
were obtainedusing mathematicalmodels verifiedby a test
program. The qualificationtest levels for primarystructure
were based on predictedflight loads. Whereverstatistical
informationwas availablethe design and flight loads at the 30
level were used.
2. SecondaryStructure
All other structural parts whose loading was governed by the
middle or high frequency range were designated as secondary
structure. Secondary structure was designed to specified test
levels.
B. Viking OrbiterDynamicAnalyses
As indicatedin Figs. III-l and III-2,upward of nine organizations
were responsibleon the Viking projectfor hardwareor integration
functionswhich directlyaffectedthe evaluationof dynamictransient
loads. The significantforcingfunctionsanticipatedduring the
flight are illustratedin Figures III-3 and III-4. Table iII-l shows
the numberof forcinqfunctionsor conditionsfor which the space
vehiclesystemhad to be designed. A major analytic_leffortwas
expendedon Viking to obtain design and flight loads both by the
" I IN
.... i" _ " n n
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Figure III-3. VOS flight loads and environments, 0-450 sec
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Table III-l. Events fc_rVOS Load Analysis
No. of forcing
functions
Events or conditions
I conditions 6
Ground
Stage 0 ignition 21
i Airloads 5
f
Stage 0 max acceleration 1
Stage I ignition 12
i
SRM separation 1
Stage I burnout 29
Stage II ignition 3
Stage II burnout 19 ilil
4
Centaur main engine start I (MES I) 1 i
[
Centaur main engine cutoff I (MECO I) 1 |
Centaur main engine start II 1 1
Centaur main engine cutoff II (MECO If) i
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launch vehicle contractors, Martin Marietta Aerospace (MMA), General
Dynamics Convair (GDC), and by JPL. The main load analysis cycles
were performed by MMA. JPL performed simplified in-house loads
i cycles to support certain orbiter _esign activities using the output
i,I from the space vehicle system analysis. It was recognized on Viking
f from the beginning that the loads analysis process is ,n iterative
_ one and that as a result the design loads and hence the structural
design would be changing between iterations.
I. Dynamic Models
Dynamic modeling for Viking orbiter made extensive use of modal
synthesis and substructuring techniques t17_, [20_, [31], The
Guyan reduction technique[32]was used extensively to obtain
reduced mass and stiffness matrices. Modal truncation was
performed based on frequency and component effective mass [33],
[34]. Using this technique orbiter subsystems having originally
up to 4000 static degrees of freedom each were reduced to
approximately 300 dynamic degrees of freedom on the orbiter
system level. A total of seven (7) subsystems constituted the
Orbiter dynamic model [29]. Throughout the dynamic modeling the
most important parameter was the Load Transformation Matrix
(LTM). A typical Viking orbiter dynamic model required 450 load
transformations. Dynamic models were generated in support of
the loads analysis cycles as well as for various subsystc_: _nd
System test configurations.
2. Loads Analysis Cycles
Load analyses were performed by MMAand GDC, the launch vehicle
contractors. Some additional analyses were performed at JPL
using the output from the system loads analyses,
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a. System Loads Analyses
There were five (5) major loads cycles as shown in
Table 111-2. Tile data flow for these cycles is shown in
Figure II[-5. Modal coupling techniques were used for
combining tile spacecraft and launch vehicle models.
Transient responses were obtained by integration in the
time domain. Mathematically the solution was
straightforward, since the models were linear except for
the Stage O event during which the system boundary
conditions changed from a cantilevered model including the
launch complex to a free-free model. Output from these
analyses consisted of maximum/minimum data for member
loads, accelerations and displacements _as well as time
history data for selected parameters such as interface
accelerations and generalized system coordinates. The
latter data were used to perform additional analyses at
JPL. Another exception to the linear transient response
solution was the calculation of the structural response due
to the transonic flight event. Member loads for tllis event
were calculated by adding gust, buffet and quasi-static
Loading in a statistical manner accountinq for
dispersions 1351.
b. Simplified Spacecraft Loads Analyses
!
Simplified transient spacecraft loads analyses were
performed in-house at dPl_ to support Orbiter design
iterations. Experience with such analyses showed that when
the acceleration time history at tile spacecraft/launch
vehicle interface was assumed invariant from the old to the
new spacecraft configuration, small changes in the
spacecraft model sometimes produced large and unrealistic
member loads. This was attributed to the impedance
mismatch at the spacecraft/launch vehicle interface. To
-??-
'l'abl_, ill-?. VO,g l,uad Analysis
Ap p rc_× lma t _.,
l,ond dale, of VO,q mod_]
t',:)' C 1 L_ (It" ] .[ VI'F y I')L'Ht' r fp t Ion
l 6/69 to 11169 Analysis with a prel]liilnary VOS configllraticm
to establi,<_h design loads
2 7170 Analysis with a final VOS configuFation to
update design loads
3 11/71 Analysis with a VOS model based on a firm
design prior to hardware fabrication to con-
firm design loads
4 7/73 Analysis of VOS model based on modal test
data to establish flight loads for structural
qualificntion tests :'
5 2/74 Analysis of Viking Dynamic S[mulator to vet =
ify the load analysis.process 1
6 10175 Analysis of the two-V-SiC flights to verify
the load analysis process
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a11eviate this problem, part of the launch vehicle was
included in the spacecraft model and the acceleration time
history at this interface, obtained from the previous
analysis was used. This seemed to give much more realistic
answers since the assumption of invariance of the
acceleration time history had more validity as the point of
apr)lication for the forcing function was further removed
from the changes of the model.
The Lechniclue of anplyin!! acceleration tinle histories from
a previous analysis Loa new model to obtain approximate
member loads was called "mini-loads analysis."
3. Error Contributions to the Load Analyses
Since the models and the load analysis process were not perfect,
especially for obtaininq the design loads which were calculated
from a model which had not been verified by test, a factor of
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safety, referred to as a Loads Analysis Factor (LAF) to account
for the uncertainties of Table 111-3 was used. The value for
this factor was chosen as 1.3 based upon a qualitative
evaluation of very limited data comparing available flight data
with analytical predictions. The load analysis fdctor was
decreased during the program as the uncertainties of Table 111-3
were diminished.
C. StructuralTesting
As in all other JPL projects two types of structural testing were
performed on the Orbiter: developmental testing and qualification
testing. In addition the whole launch vehicle system was flight
tested using a Viking dynaunic simulator as a payload.
i. Developmental Testing
The objectives of developmental testing were aimed at the
improvement of the mathematical models used for loads analyses.
a. Modal Tests
Extensive modal testing of all subsystems as well as the
Viking Orbiter System was performed using the Multi-Point
Sine (MPS) excitation technique. These tests yielded
frequencies, mode shades, and modal damping values as a
function of excitation levels [36]. The test results were
correlated with analysis [37], and modifications to the
analytical models were made.
b. Fluid Dynamic Tests
Since an appreciable fraction of the Viking spacecraft
consisted of liquid propellant, the dynamic behavior of the
fluid was a very important modelling consideration. Special
-25-
Table 111-3. El'For Contri.butors to VOS Load Anal.ys:Is
Spacecraft mathematical model variation
Launch vehicle mathematica] mode], variation
Centaur standard shroud mathematical model variation
Definition of the forcing functions
I Load analysis process
i i I
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fluid dynamic tests to determine the effective mass of the
fluid as a function of frequency of excitation and the
ullage condition were performed [38], Analytical methods
for obta _ing effective fluid mass data from modal tests
were derived [39].
2. Qualification Testing
Qualification testing consisted of a static test and a vibration
test.
a. Static Test
All primary structure was qualified by a static test [40].
b. Vibration Test
Secondary structure was qualified during a three axis
sinusoidal test [41] and an acoustic test, The input to
the sinusoidal test was limited so as not to exceed design
loads in the prime_'y structure. A thorough analysis of the
test configuration was performed and excellent correlation
of the analytical predictions with test responses was
obtained [42].
3. Flight Testing
A Viking Dynamic Simulator (VDS) was used as a payload to test
the newly integrated Titan/Centaur launch vehicle system [43].
The objectives were to determine the accuracy of the loads
analysis process and to verify the orbiter flight data
instrumentation plan [44]. Excellent transient flight load data
were obtained from the VDS program which was used to verify the
analytical predictions.
........................... _
I:
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D. Flight Instrumentation
Fliqht instrumentation played a very important role in the Viking
program. As discussed earlier the VDS flight measurements were used
to verify the loads analysis process. Flight instrumentation on the
Viking spacecraft consisted of strain gauges and accelerometers
[45]. "_hese data were used to assess the margins of safety of the
first Viking spacecraft before the second spacecraft was launched.
Such response measurements were also used to synthesize launch
vehicle forcing functions [46]. The flight measurements obtained
from VDS showed an appreciably higher loading than predicted by
analysis for the Stage 0 Ignition event. The VDS flight measurements
were used to re-evaluate the Stage 0 Ignition forcing function.
E. Summary of Experiences Gained From Viking
As discussed above the Viking spacecraft structural design was an
integrated effort both organizationally and analytically. As a
result, the Viking spacecraft structure was designed to loads which
were very close to those measured in flight [47], [48]. Appendix A
summarizes the comparison of fliqht measured data with predictions
for various events. This integrated loads analysis approach is
technically sound and produces a lightweight highly reliable
structure. To achieve this several prerequisites have to be met,
In the technical area, reliable, verified launch vehicle models and
forcinq functions have to be available. This implies a previously
flown launch vehicle system. On the management level this approach
requires a commitment both in manpower and resources and the
recognition that this is an iterative process.
The numerous organizational and technical interfaces inherent in the
space vehicle system transient loads analysis approach resulted in
appreciable elapsed time between the generation of a spacecraft model i
and the availability of spacecraft leads. The output of the various I
load cycles did not always support the spacecraft design effort in a I
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timely fashion. Furthermore, it was observed that some member loads
were sensitive to small design changes.
These experiences prompted the search for a new methodology to obtain
I
spacecraft member loads. The _bjectives were to simplify the loads
I effort by decoupling the procedure as much as possible from thelaunch vehicle system and to search for methods to determine an upper
bound for the loads. This seemed especially appropriate with the
advent of the Space Transportation System (STS), a new, and as yet
not flown reusable launch vehicle system for which the dynamic model
has not been confirmed and the forcing functions have notbeen
measured in flight.
The next few sections will summarize the methods being proposed.
Someof them are currently being used to obtain design loads for
payloads to be launched by the STS.
...... i I I ! i
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IV. LOADS PREDICTION METHODSFOR SHUTTLE PAYLOADS
As described in the previous section, payload structural systems are
usually designed to withstand the dynamic environments of the launch and
I exit phase. The exceptions are payloads designed to withstand lunar or
L planetary landing loads such as the Surveyor spacecraft and the Viking
i Mars Lander. The design loads for the launch and exit phase are obtained
from loads analyses of representative mathematical models subjected to
external forcing functions. Since the mathematical model is based on the
configuration and the detailed structural properties of the _pacecraft the
design/analysis approach is an iterative process. Since this process is
expensive and time-consuming, it is desirable to develop a more cost-
effective and simplified loads prediction methodology. The effort at JPL
centers around two main objectives. One is developing more effective,
less conservative load estimation methods, The other aims at
simplification of the load analysis or flight simulation process.
A. Loads Estimation Techniques
Loads estimation assumes worst tuning between the launch vehicle and
the payload and seeks an upper bound of the expected loading in
flight. As such it is not a flight simulation. It is performed
entirely within the payload organization with only a minimum amount
of launch vehicle information. The goal is to have a definition of
loads early in the project, have a low sensitivity of the loads to
design changes, and obtain loads which are only moderately
conservative, thereby resulting in a favorable structural
weight/analysis cost trade-off. Two load estimation methods are
currently being used at JPL. The first one is used for the
preliminary sizing of structural members for the spacecraft; it
requires no launch vehicle model information. The second is used to
obtain upper bound member loads using minimal launch vehicle dynamic
model data, In view of the present uncertainties of the STS dynamic
models and forcing functions the second method, referred to as the
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generalized shock spectra/impedance method, is being used to obtain
design loads for the early STS interplanetary spacecraft.
I. Preliminary Design Loads - The_curve and mass
acceleration curve
For preliminary design purpose an upper bound of payload dynamic
response as a function of payload or component effective weight
has been estimated. These semi-empirical estimates are based
upon the responses of various spacecraft obtained from
experimental, analytical and flight data for a variety of
payloads flown on various expendable launch vehicles of the past
and from analysis done on the STS.
The purpose of developing simplified rules for estimating
preliminary loads is to give the analyst and the designer a
"rule of thumb" for sizing of a preliminary structure and to
assist load estimation in design studies. These methods are
also intended to be used for the design of secondary structure
for which the load analysis approach is not applicable.
The preliminary loads are estimated on the basis of a two
degrees of freedom system subjected to an impulse function as
shown in Fig. IV-I, where one of the degrees of freedom
represents the payload or component weight and the other
represents the launch vehicle. It can be shown that the maximum
response can be expressed as
: _c (iV-l)
1
where C = constant, _ = weight (Ib)
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Figure IV-I. Two Degrees of Freedom System Subject
to Impulse Function
The constant C depends on the weight of the launch vehicle.
Extensive data from previous programs have estimated these
constants, C : 185 for Atlas-type vehicles and C : 220 for Titan
vehicles, Using the shuttle load factors, it was originally
estimated that C : 285 for the shuttle payloads. More recent
analysis shows C = 230 for the shuttle payloads.
A disadvantage of this relationship is that as the component
weiqht tends to zero, the response or load factor tends to
infinity. Using the derivation of Ref. 51, it can be shown that
in the limit, _ _0, the response can be expressed as
Limit _ : _ IX21max (Iv-2) ...................
w-_O
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i
where Q = qain factor : 2--_
= p_e_cent critical damping, C/Cc
x2 = interface response of launch vehicle
carrying no payload (unloaded launch vehicle
response) _
Using the outlined approach, a load factor curve can then be
constructed such as the one shown in the Fig. IV-2 in which the
preliminary upper bound response for the Galileo spacecraft
components are plotted as functions of the effective weight.
The upper weight range is impedance or weight controlled with
very little effect of damping and in the lower weight range it
is damping controlled.
Currently, this approach is being used at JPL for preliminary
design purposes and for estimating load factors for the design
of secondary structures for Galileo and International Solar
Polar Mission (ISPM) and other STS launched payloads. Figure
IV-2 shows typical results obtained by this approach for the
Galileo spacecraft. J
2. Generalized Shock Spectra Method
A more accurate method for obtaining upper bouhd loads is the
shock spectra method. Estimates of loads are obtained by
combining the maximum responses for various combinations of
launch vehicle and spacecraft normal modes, and by allowing for
impedance effect between launch vehicle and spacecraft and
frequency shifts to obtain the most adverse combination of
dynamic response. The goal is to develop a cost effective tool
for obtaining design loads in a timely fashion. The method is
-33-
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low in cost as compared to a transient load analysis, it is
insensitive to design changes, and hopefully moderately
conservative in load prediction.
The shock spectra method was originally presented in
Reference [49], [50] and later expanded as a generalized shock
spectra in Reference [51].
The following general observations are fundamental to
understanding the rationale of the shock spectra approaches:
(I) The general objective is to avoid the cost of a launch
vehicle/new spacecraft overall transient analysis.
(2) A previous dynamic analysis has been performed for the
same launch vehicle with another or a dummy
spacecraft, the results of which are used as inputs to
the generalized shock spectra method. The method is
derived to utilize modes of the launch vehicle loaded
by a rigid mass only, or unloaded. If such an
analysis is not available, the proper data can be
recovered from the analysis of the launch vehicle
loaded with a spacecraft having rigid or elastic mass
representation.
(3) The structural analyst needs only to determine the
worst case load maxima or the bounds, rather than time
histories, of the structural response. Since maxima
or bounds are the objective of the shock spectra
concept,a shock spectraapproachis readily !
applicableto the structuraldesignprocess. i
(4) Any loads analysis- transient,shock spectra,or i
other - incorporates two basic items: a model I
idealizing the dynamic environment, i.e., the forcing 1
i
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function, and another idealizing the composite structural
system. The form of each model is influenced by the
selected approach, while its complexity is constrained by
cost and time.
(5) The original launch vehicle forcing functions, usually
i unknown to the spacecraft analyst, may be idealized by
a simpler form to obtain an explicit closed form
" solution. A complete definition of this idealization
is possible from the previeus analysis of item (I)
above, and is done at the modal level.
Only the highlights of the generalized shock spectra method will
be summarized here. The reader is referred to Reference 51 for
a detailed derivation of the method.
First, the modal forcing function F_(t) corresponding to the
modes of the launch vehicle loaded by a rigid mass (or unloaded)
at the spacecraft interface and representing the modal
contribution of an actual flight event, is modeled, regardless
of its physical point_of application, by an.equivalent launch
vehicle modal forcing function, Fe_(t ). Unlike the actual
complex transient force, the equivalent forcing function assumes
a simple form of variation with time. Here, an impulse delta
function Fe_(t ) = Fo_6(t) with a yet-unknown magnitude
FO_L, or equivalently a velocity with magnitude Vow, is
chosen for convenience.
The choice of a simplified forcing function as an impulse
emphasizes the view that the shape of the response time-history
is of little consequence, and that only the peak or bound of the
response is of interest. Therefore, any forcing function that
would reproduce a response with the same maximum peak or bound
as the actual forcing function is acceptable. The equivalency
between the actual forcing function and the idealized one is
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established, not on tilebasis of producin!]identical response
time histories, but on tilebasis of producing an identical peak
of the shock spectra of each of the launch vehicle modal
respons(,qv(t), Figure IV-3, derived from the previously
performed launch vehicle/dummy spacecraft analysis. An
alternate to the direct use of _(t) is discussed later.
The use of modal shock spectra, rather than the interface
degrees-of-freedom shock spectra is significant because it
automatically accounts for the matching of all interface
physical deqrees of freedom, and allows one to determine the
modal maqnitude of the impulse Fe_(t ) or velocity Vow. It
is noteworthy that the above process of establishing the
equivalent idealized forcinclfunction requires knowledge of the
MODAL RESPONSE SPECTRUM FOR MODAL RESPONSE SPECTRUMFOR
IDF..ALIZED FORCING FUNCTION ACTUAL FORCING FUNCTION
/-\ i ......
RIGID MASS
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
F_ (t)
F0_(t) = F01(5(t)
IDEALIZED ACTUAL
, ____ Vvt,v,_----LAUNCHVEHICLE
MODAL FORCING \- F_ (_)
FUNCTION
l"i)'_tlre IV-_. idu,lii;:_It i_n uF l_'L'i_1_'_ l_InCt ion
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modal properties of the launch vehicle with or without a
payload. Such information is usually available from the launch
vehicle organization. Also note that the rigid mass at the
launch vehicle/spacecraft interface does not have to be the
total mass of the spacecraft to be analyzed, but can have any
i _ i
i value convenient for purposes of the transient analysisperformed earlier on the launch ve icle. This pproach does1
correct for whatever mass value was used previously.
Second, in considering the composite structural system which
consists of a spacecraft modeled by S-normal modes and a launch
vehicle modeled by L-normal modes, there will be (S + L) modally
, coupled equations of motion. The coupling arises because the
S-spacecraft modes and the L-launch vehicle modes are obtained
from two separate modal analyses, rather than from an analysis
where the two models are integrated. Unlike the transient
analysis where the solution is expressed in the complete (S + L)
space of modal coordinates and time, a bound on the complete
solution is established by:
(I) Idealizinq the totality of (S + L) mathematical space
of modal coordinates by an array of nested (S x L)
mathematical subspaces, in each of which only one
spacecraft mode is individually coupled with one
launch vehicle mode. In this fashion, each spacecraft
mode is coupled with L-launch vehicle modes one at a
time. To derive a bound on the total solution in the
original (S + L) mathematical space, an explicit
solution in the form of spacecraft modal response time
history is first derived for the pair of modes in a
typical subspace. The explicit form of this solution
is based on the idealized modal forcing function just
discussed. Furthermore, because the spacecraft member
loads are the objective of the analysis, and since
these are proportional to the generalized modal
• I ....... !
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displacements, the response quantities used here are
generalized modal displacements, qs_(t), from which
an expression of the bound Qsc of qs_(t) is then
derived.
(2) Numerical computations are made first to establish the
bounds, Qsc' on each of the (S x L) discrete modal
responses. Each bound Qs_ corresponds to one of the
(S x L) subspaces. To account for unknown design
tolerances and variations in the structural model
idealization, worst cases can be provided by allowing
realistic possible tuning between each spacecraft mode
and its nearest launch vehicle mode, and by scaling
the entire frequency spectrum of the launch vehicle
with respect to that of the spacecraft.
(3) Next, a bound on the total spacecraft modal response,
Qs' is constructed by summation over all the
discrete L-bounds for that spacecraft mode. The
summation can be over absolute values, or in a
root-sum-square sense that can also be weighted to
account for phasing.
(4) Finally, spacecraft member loads are obtained by
adding the contributions of all spacecraft modes,
either in absolute value or in a root-sum-square sense.
In the procedure outlined above, steps (I) and (2) derive
expressions for bounds on the discrete response, Qsc' in each
of the (S x L) modal subspaces, while steps (3) and (4)
construct a bound on, Qs(' the complete solution in the total
(S + L) space from the discrete Qst bounds. In this manner,
much computational effort is saved over the usual transient
analysis.
.......... , ...... r - r | r TII ...... I
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Because tl_e spacecraft member loads are the object of the
analysis here, and since these are proportional to the
generalized modal displacements Qs' bounds on the spacecraft
member loads are expressed in terms of the bounds, Qs_' of the
generalized modal displacements for each subspace. A typical
generalized modal displacement bound, Qs_' is derived here for
a typical subspace in which on.___eespacecraft mode qs is coupled
with on_._eelaunch vehicle mode q_. The governing equation is in
the following form [51]
[I +<_b _i > [m_i], _,_1<_._>Imis']I;9.I' r__o_I_o]I?_t<msi>I_i_ I _ _ *L-_-'l rsJf,qs_
L I SJ
where
9
w_ = eigenva'lue of the launch vehicle mode q_..
2
_'s = eigenvalue of the spacecraft mode qs"
_: percent of critical modal damping for the launch
vehicle mode q_.
_s percent of critical modal damping for the
spacecraft mode qs"
................................ ...... , ........... , ', .................. , _ i I 7
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<_.j_= values of the launch vehicle mode q_, at the jth
degree of freedom ..............
IFj} = time history vector of forces applied at the
launch vehicle degrees-of-freedom.
s
and [mill, [mis]are the mass and the rigid-elastic terms
defined in [51].
As mentioned before, the modal forcing function<qb_j>,,_Fj(t)l
is modeled by an equivalent impulse delta function having a
magnitude FOR, or alternatively, an initial velocity with a
magnitude Vow.
Then the bound, Qs_' of the modal response qs of a
spacecraft mode can be obtained as
iVo_/msc
Qs : (I + Ms_) Dmax (IV-4)
where
(01 =
_/-1 + Ms_
The definitions for msc, Ms,and Dmax can be found in
Reference 51.
During the early stages of the design, the spacecraft and launch
vehicle modes and frequencies are obtained from analyses that
usually contain a large de_ree of uncertainty. To account for
such uncertainties, one may introduce an artificial tuning
between the spacecraft and launch vehicle modes. Two forms of
artificial tuning have been identified: global and local. In
global tuning, the entire spectrum of launch vehicle frequencies
is incrementally scaled in either direction relative to the
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spacecraft frequency spectrum. For each increment, a global
response
can be computed and used as a measure for determining the worst
case for design purposes. In this scheme, tuning is achieved by
finding the amount of relative scaling that maximizes Q.
Clearly, limits on the allowable relative scaling must be
selected in advance, and the search for the maximumQconducted
within these limits. An alternate is to evaluate member loads
or acceleration for each tuning.
In the local tuning, the response is maximized for each
spacecraft mode, one at a time. This is achieved by allowing
the nearest launch vehicle frequency to coincide with that of
the spacecraft frequency under consideration, provided that the
two were originally separated by no more than a preselected
amount.
Since each Qs_ results from coupling between a spacecraft mode
s and only one _aunch vehicle mode_, and since a complete
representation of the launch vehicle includes more than one
mode, say L modes, contributions due to all L modes should be
included. The upper bound of the contribution by all the launch
vehicle modes can be obtained in the root-sum-square sense.
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Ilj22 (IV-6a)qs - Qs_ ...............
or
Qs : w_(ms' wz) " Qst (IV-6b)
where W_ms, _) is a weighting function that can be used to
account for time phasing between the launch vehicle modes.
Using Eq. (IV-6a) or (IV-6b), a bound on the relative
displacement IDb} is found from
IDb} _ _/_{D_s } (IV-7a)
or
in which
I
*bs} spacecraft modal displacement at the bth DOF ---
: t
Ifor the s-spacecraft mode.
i
Ws(_s) = a weighting function dependent upon the
spacecraft frequency
A bound on the absolute acceleration {ab} for a
degree-of-freedom, b, on the spacecraft is found from
- ,_ ............................ I /
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(Iv-8)
where
s = i, 2, ...,_< S
[_bi] : rigid body modes of the spacecraft due to unit
deformations imposed one at a time at the
spacecraft-launch vehicle interface i
IRisl : [qbLi]ImlvO_} : accelerations at the
interface i for each
spacecraft mode s.
In Eq. (IV-8), the II--- U means that a bound similar to that
of Eq. (IV-7a) and (IV-7b) is taken for the enclosed
quantities. It is also noted that the underlined term in Eq.
(IV-8) is a correction term that accounts for errors introduced
if a truncated set of spacecraft modes [ is used in place of the
total S. It can be shown that when all spacecraft modes are
considered, i.e. S : S, the correction term vanishes.
If the modal displacement method is used to calculate the member 1
forces IFal associated with the ath force component, one may I
write I
I
II E°  ;I°slIs: ,,v,,
where
Cab = matrix of force coefficients whose elements are
the ath force component associated with
displacements in the bth degree-of-freedom.
-- . ....... i............................. " ; " - "i " ii I ill I .... | l
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Again, if a truncated set of spacecraft modes S < S are used to
the forces IFa_, the same correction term ofcompute
_ s
Eq. (IV-8) can be introduced to give
IFa} : [Cab] [@bs] IQs} + [Cab] [ bs] [msi])IRisi
(zv-zo)
As before, the underlined term is the member load correction due
to mode truncations, and --- means that a bound is taken
during summation over the spacecraft similar to Eq. (IV-7).
Member loads computed by the generalized modal shock spectra
method are, by intent more conservative than those calculated by
the transient method.
A comparison of acceleration levels obtained by the generalized
shock spectra method to those from the mass acceleration curve
are contained in Appendix C.
B. Transient Load Analysis Techniques
For more accurate loads prediction, the launch vehicle/payload
composite model will be subjected to appropriate external forcing
functions for the response and member load calculations. These
external forcing functions are derived from the relevant dynamic
environments representing the launch vehicle thrusts, staging events,
aerodynamic loads and others. Since the mathematical model is based
on the design of the structures, this design/analysis approach is an
iterative process. This design/analysis process involves the inte-
gration of the payload model and launch vehicle model and the
subsequent transient analysis. Considerable time and cost are
required in the integration of the composite model and the response
analysis, since typically the payloads and the launch vehicle are
!
developed and designed by separate organizations with their res-
pective mathematical models which involve different computer codes,
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coordinate systems, units and normalization procedures. In a
previous experience, the _iking project, as many as ten organizations
were involved in generating the composite model and its integration.
One design/analysis cycle required up to six months 128J.
To reduce cost and schedule, several approximation techniques have
been developed in the past. One method utilizes the fact that
r payloaddesign changesduring the design/analysisiterationare
"small",such that a cost effectiveperturbationprocedurecan be
appliedto update the responseanalysisdue to design changes[52].
This method was furtherextendedto estimatethe modificationsof
launchvehicle/payloadinterfaceresponsesdue to payloaddesign
changes[53]. The modified interfaceresponsescan then be applied
to the base of the payloadto calculatethe payloadresponsesand
loads. This method is not only cost effectivebut also can be
implementedby the payloadorganizationwithout interfacingwith the
launchvehicleorganization. However,this method is developedwith
the assumptionthat the payload is always much "smaller"than the
launchvehicle. For shuttle-launchedpayloads,the effectsof
payloaddynamics can no longerbe consideredas "small"for future
dynamicevents such as the abort landingof a fully loadedshuttle
orbiter. In these events,the interactionbetween the shuttle
orbiterand its payload iscritical to both the orbiterand payload
loads [54]. Thereforeit seems that the launchvehicle/payload
compositemodel integrationand its transientanalysiscannotbe
avoided.
The simplified loads analysis methods aim at simulating a time
response solution within the payload organization with minimal launch
vehicle information. The objective is to greatly reduce the
interface between the payload and launch vehicle organizatuon. Thus
methods to obtain the payload response of a launch vehicle/payload
composite system from the results uf another launch vehicle/payload
composite system under the identical forcing function have been
developed. Fig, IV-4 shows two composite systems with identical
• I I
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Figure IV-4. Schematic of launch vehicle/payload composite systems
launch vehicle but different payloads. The governing equations for these two
systems can be written in the finite-element formulation as
and
[ ioI (i11ii11I+ + : (IV'12)_2 "Y2 k12 k22 Y2 0
where
IXll, {yll : launch vehicle degrees-of-freedom (DOF) of the
comp_esj.te.-system (I) and (-I I), respecti vel.y.
-47- "_I
(II), respectively.
ml] = mass matrix pf the launch vehicle.
_I] = stiffness matrix of the launch vehicle.
[m2], [_2] : mass matrix of the p.ayload A and payload B of
the system (I) and (II), respectively.
[kll]' [k12]' [k21]' [k22]' sub-matrices of the total payload
stiffness partitioned into launch
vehicle/payload interface DOFand
[_ii]' [_12]' [_21]' [_22] ' = payload DOFfor the system (I)and(II), respectively.
[,
F(t) : vector representingthe external
forcingfunctionsactingon the
launchvehicleDOF.
}
k
Assuminga "partial"solutionof Eq, (IV-II)is available,the
objectiveof the methods is to obtain the payloadresponse_y_ of
Eq. (IV-12) by using the results of Eq. (IV,11). The proposed _
procedure does not involve the launch vehicle model and the forcing
functionsactin_on the launchvehicle. Hence the entire processcan
I
be implemented by the payload organization alone.
Although damping is not included in Eqs. (IV-ll) and (IV-12), it will 'i
be incorporated later in the form of modal damping. Also for
simplicity, it will be assumed at present that the payload is
supported in a statically__d_er.m_nate manner such that
-4@-
(IV-13)
[k21] :" EhR] T [k22] = [k12] T
where
@R] : payload A rigid body transformation matrix defined as
the payload displacements due to unit displacement of
the launch vehicle/payload interface DOF, {Xl}.
Xl} = launch vehicle/payload interface DOF connecting
payload to launch vehicle, a subset of the launch
vehicle DOF{xl}.
Next, the motion of the payload will be decomposed into two parts,
namely, the rigid body motion and the elastic motion:
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (IV-14) is the
rigid-body motion. The second term IXe_ is the elastic motiun, or
L
l ! J
relative motion with reference to the interface. It should be noted
that only the elastic motion (Xe} will generate internal loads in
_ J
the structure. Using Eqs. (IV-IS) and (IV-14), Eq. (IV-ll) can be
transformed into the following form
i rr I I x+ : (IV-15)Lm2 R m2 ] Xe 0 k22 xe 0
where
i
denoted as rigid-body mass of payload A.
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Similarly, Eq. (IV-12) can be transformed into the following form:
+ : (VI-16)
Lm2_R m2 ] Ye "k22 We 0
where _
[_R] = payload B rigid-body transformation matrix defined
similarly as for payload A.
[mrr] : [_'RIT [ m2] [_-R]
denoted as rigid-body mass of payload B.
Also the motion of the payload B is decomposed into two parts similar
to that of payload A, Eq. (IV-14), as:
wherel_i}isasubseto<l_l}_e+ineOas<helau.ch
vehicle/payloadinterfaceDOF similarto that of {Xl}.
Using the basic mathematical formulations presented above, two
different approaches for obtaining transient spacecraft responses
using simplified methods will be discussed.
I. The Rigid Body Interface Acceleration Method
Since a significantcouplingbetweenthe shuttleorbiterand the
payloadsexists,the launch vehicleorganizationwill usually
performa dynamicanalysisof the sl_uttle/payloadsystemwith a
rigid payloadmodel for the purposeof verifyingthe launch
vehicleintegrity. A method has been developedby which the
launchvehicle/payloadinterfaceresponsesare modified such
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that the effect of payload elasticities are taken into
consideration [55]. The payload responses and loads can then be
obtained by applying the modified interface responses to the
base of the payload. The advantage is that the entire procedure
can be implemented within the payload organization such that
timely design/analysis iteration can be performed. However, the
disadvantage is that only the analytical interface responses can
be used, since it is unlikely that a rigid payload will be
flown. Therefore, the measured flight data c_nnot be directly
applied in the design/analysis process.
For a rigid payload, it is postulated that the stiffness of the
payload is Infinitely large, such that no elastic motion of the
pay load can be realized, i.e., _Xe_ : O. Then the governing!
equation (IV-__L5) can be written as
[ml+ mrr] I_ll + [kl] IXll : IF(t)} (VI-18)
Physically, [mrr ] represents the distribution of rigid payload
mass onto the interface degrees-of-freedom. Generally, for a
typical payload, non-structural weights such as instrumentation,
electronics, propellants, etc., constitute the major portion of
the payload mass and the weight of the load carrying structure
is only a small portion of the total payload mass. Therefore,
early in the project the payload rigid-body mass [mrr ] can be
estimated prior to the actual design since only the mass
distribution and geometric configuration are required to
establish kmrr ] and [_R]. It is a common practice that the
payload organization will provide an estimated [mrr ] to the
launch vehicle organization early in the projec_ such that the
launch vehicle/rigid body payload composite model, i.e.,
Eq. (IV-18), can be constructed. The main purpose of such a
model is the verification of the launch vehicle loading.
Meanwhile the interface accelerations of the model can be
obtained. 1
°,.,_
.............. ".... II|
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The governing equation for the launch vehicle/rigid payload
composite model, Eq. (IV-18) can be reduced to the generalized
coordinate formulation as:
where
{xl}[_i]{vl}
(IV-20)
[01IT[ml+mrr][01]=['I.];unit_matrix
(IV-21)
Clearly, [@I] and _ _"_.] are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of
the launch vehicle/rigid payload composite model, respectively.
Also it should be noted that modal damping has been included in
Eq. (IV-Ig) and the elements in ['Pl.] represent the
percentage of critical damping for each mode. i
It is importantthat the launch.vehicleorganizationhas !
obtainedthe solutionsto the launch vehicle/rigidpayload i
composite model Eq. (IV-18) and made them available to the I
payload organization. Precisely, the following are required:
th_ interfaceacceleratiopsof the events under consideration, i
4. ]
IXI I, the eigenvalues of the launch vehicle/rigid payload 1
_41W
__ , ................................ " ..... , ..... I I ...........l
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9
composite system(,_ , the corresponding eigJnvectors of the
interface [ I] [¢2] which is a subset ofdegrees-of-freedom, ¢
[¢i]' and the modal damping [Pl.]" The objective of the
method is to use these data provided by the launch vehicle
organization to calculate the elasti_ payload responses and
loads under the same dynamic events, without having to solve a
new launch vehicle/elastic payload composite model similar to
Eq. (IV-16).
First a transformation will be defined as
t
l"t:[:'
where [@i] are the eigenvectors of the launch vehicle/rigid
payload system, Eq. (IV-21), and [¢2] are the eigenvectors of
the elastic payload constrained at interface. [@2] satisfy
the following orthogonality conditions: i
[02]T[ 2][02][',] ;unit matrix
(Iv-23)
[_2] T [k22 ] [@2] = ['_.] = eigenvalues of elastic payload
The governing Eq. (IV-16) can then be written as
I ¢_ire lJl + 2PlmI 0 i + 0 UI : G t)
mer¢l {]2 0 2P2_2 U2} _ U2
(IV-24)
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where
[mer] = [mre] T' = [_P2]T I'm2] [_R]
['P2.] : payload modal damping
With the information provided by the launch vehicle
organization, Eq. (IV-24) can be constructed by the payload
organization except the generalized forcing G(t). To eliminate
this difficulty, a modal response due to the launch
vehicle/rigid payload interface acceleration will be defined as
_21_2[-°2.][_2]{_2}_[_]{v2}=[mer](_I}=[mer][_I]{_l}
(Iv-25)
be noted that IV21 can be obtained once theIt should
interface accelerations IRI_ are available. Eqs. (IV-19)and
(IV-25) can now be combined_as
i] [i]I VI 2Pi_I 0 I 0 VI G(t):merdPI V2 0 2P2_2 V2 _ V2 0
(IV-26)
Then the solution to Eq. (IV-24) will be decomposed into two
parts as
Ul Vl _1
: + (IV-27)
U2 V2 _2
..... _- ......... , .... "- - " II i i I I Ill
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Upon substitution, the followin!l equation can be obtained
i ++er+i + 2°2+2I 2i+ o 1
I (IV-28)
In Eq. (IV-28), the generalized forcing function G(t) has been
replaced by V2(t) which in turn can be obtained from
Eq. (IV-25) once the launch vehicle/rigid payload interface
accelerations xI are available. Thus the payload responses
Ye can be obtained by the payload organization once
Eqs. (IV-25) and (IV-28)+_are solved as follows
lYe} : [¢2] IU2} : [qb2] (IV2} +IW2}) (IV-29)
The above describes a method by which a transient loads analysis
can be performed within the payload organization. The method
requires certain information from the launch vehicle
organization including the launch vehicle/rigid payload
composite frequencies, modal damping modal displacements for the
interface degrees-of-freedom, and interface responses due to
various events. The advantages of the method are the ability of
the payload organization to perform complete a design/load
analysis cycle independently, thus eliminating the costly and
time consuming interfaces between the launch vel_icle and payload
organizations. The method developed above has no limitation
regarding the relative size of the payload to l_unch vehicle or
the type of forcing function used in the transient analysis.
The detailed mathematical derivation and the application of the
method to a realistic problem can be found in Reference 55. I
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2. Recovered Transient Analysis
The objective of this metl_od is to develop a procedure by which
the interface accelerations of one launch vehicle/payload
system, either analytically obtained or in measured flight, can
i be used directly in another launch vehicle/payload system design
i procedure, thus, the name "Recovered Transient Analysis." This
I effort should be especially beneficial for future payload
I designs using the shuttle as a launch vehicle. The payload
dynamic loads can be obtained by performing a transient analysis
of the payload model using the interface accelerations modified
from another composite system, which consists of an identical
launch vehicle, the shuttle, and a different payload, as forcing
functions. In principle the proposed transient analysis
recovers the interface accelerations fo, the unloaded launch
vehicle and then modifies them to include the dynamic
characteristics of the new payload. After a series of shuttle
launches, the flight measured interface accelerations can be
used to establish a payload forcing function data base for
subsequent payload designs. The payload organization using the
proposed loads analysis metl_od can then perform payload loads
analysis within the payload organization in a cost effective and
timely manner.
In a recent article, [56], it was pointed out that the current
dynamic analysis methods are unresponsive to the design process
because of the long computational times and their associated
costs. Their use is virtually precluded in the early design
stages where frequent design changes are occurring. This method
will not only simplify the analytical process thus reducing _lle
cost, but also will provide results in a timely manner due to
minimal interaction between the various organizations.
Therefore, the rigor and potential accuracy of a systematic
analytical procedure can be brought to bear on not only the
design process in the early stages but also as a guide for the
qualification testing in the later stages of the project.
i
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Since the objectiveis to utilizethe resultsof the Composite
System I to solve for the responseof the CompositeSystem If,
as shown in the Fig. IV-4, the solutionof Eq. (IV-15)which is
the governingequationfor the System I will be examined.
Let
F
xeX_=L_eI_] I_<=)} ¢_v-_o>
where [qb] and [qbe] are the eigenvectors of the Eq. (IV_15)
for the launch vehicle degrees of freedom (DOF) and payload
elastic DOF, respectively, and lq(t)l is the generalized
coordinate vector. The eigenvectors satisfy the following
orthogonality conditions:
mI @Tm2
mrr : I
e Lm2qbR m2 ] @e
(Iv-31)
where [-_2.] is-the composite System I eigenvalue matrix.
From Eq. (IV-14), the complete eigenvectors for Payload A can be
obtained as
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F I
where L@I] are the eigenvectorsfor the interfaceDOF, a
subset of the eigenvectorsfor the launchvehicleDOF [¢].
By substitutingEq. (IV-30)into Eq. (IV-15)and using the
orthogonalityconditionsas expressedin Eq. (IV-31),one
obtainsthe governingequationsfor the generalizedcoordinates
q(t).
T
Note that modal damping, _2pmJ, has been included.
One other quantity,[mer],representingthe inertiacoupling
effectsbetweenthe launch vehicleand the payload is available
from the analysis. It is definedas follows:
In summary,the followingresultsfrom CompositeSystem I will
have to be made availableto the payloadorganization,
i) The systemeigenvalues_['m2] .
2) The systemeigenvectorsat interfaceDOF [q_I]"
3) Rigid-bodymass and inertiacouplingmatrices,[mrr]
and [mer].
4) Time historyof the generalizedcoordinates{q(t)}or
...... i ...... I I
'_ "rrl .......... ' '
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With this information, the responses of System II represented by
Eq. (IV-161 will be sought. First, the external forcing
functions IF(t)_ must be eliminated by combining Eqs. (IV-15)
and (IV-16).
[ 01I
(IV-35)
where
I |
In Eq. (IV-35), the external forcing function IF(t)} has been
replaced by the modal acceleration I_(t) 1 which will be
# L
available to the payload organization. However, to solve for
Eq. (IV-35), the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of System I are
required. From Eq. (IV-35), it appears that the launch vehicle
mass and stiffness matrices, [ml] and [kll , are needed which
means the launch vehicle model is needed. Since it is an a
priori assumption that the launch vehicle model will not be
available, a method wil_ be devised by which the required
eigendata can be extracted without the use of the detailed
launch vehicle model. Only the generalized, or modal launch
vehicle model will be required. Basically, the method will
first obtain the eigendata for an unloaded launch vehicle by
removing Payload A from the Composite System I. Next, the
unloaded launch vehicle will be coupled with Payload B to obtain
the eigendata for Composite System II. For reasons of matrix
size compatibility, a system consisting of an unloaded launch
vehicle and a cantilevered Payload A will be studied.
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°I[klo]xoI+ - o (Iv-37)" m2 _2 0 k22 x21
It 'isobviousthat PayloadA is not coupledto the launch
i vehicle,thereforethe resultsfrom Eq. (IV-37)includethe
eigendata"Foran unloadedlaunch vehicleand a cantilevered
I PayloadA.
{
Let
-- lu} (Iv-3a)
x2 _e
SubstitutingEq. (IV-38)into Eq. (IV-37)and pre-multiplyingby
the transposeof the transformationmatrix,one obtains
- lul
Lm2_R m2 ] Lm2¢R e
+ {u}: 0 (IV-39)
• 0 k22
Using the orthogonalityrelationshipof Eq. (IV-31)and the
relationshipin Eq. (IV-32),Eq. (IV-39)can be reducedinto the
form of
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All the matrices in Eq. (IV-40) are available to the payload
organization and they are in much simpler form than the launch
l
vehicle mass and stiffness matrices. The eigenvalues and
eigenvectors for Eq. (IV-40)will be denoted as F'%2,,_ and
L. U_
L@J, respectively. From Eq. (IV-38) the eigenvectors for the
unloaded launch vehicle interface DOFwill be
[ ol] ,iv41,
As mentioned before, the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors
obtained from Eq. (IV-40) contain the effect of the cantilevered
Payload A. It must be identified and removed from the results.
One way is to use the orthogonalit__y condition to identify the
payload modes.
Let
,iv_o2,
From Eqs. (IV-38) and (IV-42), it is clear that the cantilevered
payload modes are amongthe modes[_os]. Since the payload ]
modes are orthogonal modes with respect to the mass matrix, the
following multiplication will ideally produce unit diagonal
terms and zero off diagonal terms for those payload modes.
[Mg] = [¢os]T [m2] [@OS] (IV-43)
Although truncation errors will contaminate the unit and zero
terms, the errors should be small if sufficient medes are
accounted for. Thus the i_atrix L_FMgl can be used to sort out
the payload modes.
w _
.... - . . .........
' ii
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After the eigendata o_ !'he unloaded launch vehicle are obtained,
the eigendata for the new composite model, Eq. (IV-35)
conslsting of the identical launch vehicle and a .new payload B ........
can be obtained.
Let I
t:
,, o]u ,: (IV-44) "Ye 0 _2 u2 i
where [_0 ] and [_2 ] are the eigenvectors of the unloaded ilaunch vehicle and the cantilevered Payload B, respectively. .,,
Note that the matrix _01] isavailable from Eq. (IV-41). _:
Therefore the following orthogonality conditions are satisfied:
I
(IV-45)
d "
J
(iv-46)
'I
'1
where _mg_ and _g _ are the eigenvalues of the unloaded _i
launch vehicle and-the cantilevered Payload B, respectively. I
Using the transformation of Eq. (IV-44) the eigenproblem for the _.I
new composite model, Eq. (IV-35) can be rewritten as _'
t:
...... i i - i i i i i i i i I_ II
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+ + "_ = 0
I_ L_,oI u2 :_ u2
(IV-47)
i where
L
i
The elements in the coefficient matrices of Eq. (IV-47) are
typically available either from the unloaded launch vehicle
eigendata such as the [_01] and _m_ and from the
cantilevered new payload eigendata such as the [_rr ], [#er ]
and _ J. Therefore, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues can
be calculated by the payload organization. They s_tisfy the
following orthogonality conditions.
: ])LI¢olmrrq_Ol olmerlq + "_PL_pJ mermOZ
(IV-49)_
I!]Z _ 2%:2 _] F!_]
_0 : [_ _2 Jk_j 2 L%]
where [_], [_p] are the eigenvectors and _'_2J are the
eigenvalues. The eigenvectors of the launch vehicle/payload
interface DOFare given as follows:
I I I I I T '" I I ' 1"TfI
_I " "I
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The responses of the composite model, Eq. (IV-35) will be solved
by using the following transformation:
zi 0 0 _,
Y_ : _2 kTp]l_(t)I
(IV-51)
Then the unccupled modal equations can be obtained as
where
[G]=_i ['_er]-[_rr][_I]"[_]T[_er][0, ,IV-S3,
J
Since the quantities on the right hand side of Eq. (IV-52) are
available to the payload organization, the modal response q(t)
can be obtained from the LV organizatiOnr__in a timely manner. It 1
should be noted that modal damping |2#_ I has been included in
Eq. (IV-52). 1
The discretepayload accelerationsof each DOF can be obtained
by using Eqs. (IV-17),(IV-36)and (IV-51)as follows:
: [¢"R] (I_I} + I_I}) + lYel
:[_]([_o,][_]I_ I' I_,I)+[_,][_o]I_ 1
_.-_---:---_ -...... .... " - -. ," • .. - " , .... ,.... , _ * ............. i I ..... "
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The structural member loads, Ip}, can be obtained from the
following operations:
L
where [S] is the loads coefficient matrix which relates the
elastic deformation to the member loads. Typically, in a
payload dynamic analysis, the product [S]I@2_, rather that [S]
is obtained.
The described recovered transient analysis should theoretically
provide the same results as that of the full scale transient
analysis if the damping is absent. In view of the fact that
generally only very light dampings are involved with the payload
structural systems, good accuracy for the results can be
expected. Another source of error is the modal truncation. One
should expect similar errors due to modal truncation just as any
other dynamical system solved by the modal method. This method
has been demonstrated by a realistic sample problem which can be
found in Appendix D.
C. Comparison of Load Estimation Methods to Transient Loads Methods
Spacecraft members loads obtained by estimation methods, such as the
generalized shock spectra/impedance method are by intent more
conservative than those obtained by transient load analysis. It is,
however, difficl,lt to quantify this conservatism analytically. One
of the reasons for this difficulty is that in order to fully assess
the conservatism a particular spacecraft structure would have to be
designed by both methads; this implies several design and load
analysis iterations. Such data is not available. Some limited data
for realistic payload structural systems from past programs is
available and will be discussed here to assess the-degree of
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conservatism of the load estimation methods. These comparisons
should serve as an aid in the selection of loads methods for future
projects.
The earlier version of the shock spectr_ method [4g] was applied to
the Viking Orbiter primary structure. The loads were then compared
with the Viking design loads which were calculated by the full scale
transient analysis on the system model. The results have been
reported previously [57]. In evaluating this comparison it should
again be remembered that the data presented is based on one load
cycle using the shock spectra method for a spacecraft model designed
by a system transient loads analysis. Thus this is not a
comprehensive comparison of a structural system designed by the two
methods.
Another type of comparative data is available from Voyager. This
spacecraft structure was designed using the earlier version of the
shock spectra method. The design loads were verified by transient
analyses and found to be conservative. Flight instrumentation on
b_£h Voyager spacecraft was used to reconstruct member flight loads.
A detailed comparison of the design loads, verification loads and
flight loads is contained in Reference 58.
A summary of the results of these two comparisons are shown in Tables
IV-I and VI-2. Structural members used for this comparison are
primary truss clements, subjected to significant loading during the
mission. Table IV-I contains ratios of shock spectra loads to
transient member loads for both Viking and Voyager primary truss
members for two launch vehicle events, namely launch (or Stage 0
Ignition) and Stage I Burnout. This comparison shows that loads
calculated by the early shock spectra method when compared for each
event can be considerably more conservative than those obtained from
transient analysis. For individual members the conservatism ranges
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from a favorable 26 percent to a very high 500 percent. The latter i
number is due to the assumed deleterious tuning between the launch I
vehicle and the spacecraft normal modes. A more meaningful
comparison can be made by considering the design loads for the
various members. Ratios of shock spectra design loads to transient
design loads for both Viking and Voyager are shown in Table IV-2.
i The design loads are more meaningful since thay are more directly
related to structural weight. The member design loads are obtained
I
by considering all flight events, some of which do not lend
themselves to a transient loads analysis such as the maximummq event
which is treated as a steady-state excitation.
For the Viking spacecraft, an estimate of the increase in the
structural weight was made [57] using the design loads obtained by
the shock spectra method. A minimum additional structural weight of
6.9 percent was estimated by using the actual Viking orbiter primary
structure capability determined by the test program, not the
analysis, since this was the only available data.
In some cases, the tested capability was much greater than the
analytically predicted values. If analytically predicted
capabilities were used as a reference, as would be done in designing
the structure, the weight increase would be larger. Since the
conservatism in structural design is dictated by factors such as
manufacturing considerations, handling, and design load conditions
that changed in the course of the project, a weight increase of up to
50 percent might be possible. These considerations, as they arose on
Viking, are reflected in an overall structural weight increase of
only 6.9 percent using a single loads cycle and the shock spectra/
impedance method rather than the transient loads analysis method.
Thus the values shown in Tables IV-I and IV-2 do not automatically
result in a very heavy structure because:
I. The desig._ process does not use all the computed loads but
only a subset of the highest loads.
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Table IV-1. Comparison of ,Shock Spectra mid Trans:lent
Loads for Two I,:vent._:
Viking VLCA Truss Voyager Mission Hodule Truss
Ratio Shock Si}ectra/Transient Ratio Shock Spectra/Translent
Member Launch Stage I BO Hember Launch Stage I BO
750 ........ 2.66 2.70 6801 1.82 1.55
751 3.64 2.15 6802 1.88 1.43
752 4.65 1.66 6803 2.84 2.93
753 3.53 1.90 6804 3.21 3.62
754 2.05 2.25 6805 1.99 1.47
755 2.98 2.38 6806 1.88 1.26
6807 3.40 5.66
6808 2.85 3.27
Table IV-2. Comparison of Shock Spectra and Transient
Design Loads for Major Structural Elements
Viking VLCA Truss Voyager Mission Module Truss
Ratio Ratio
Hember Shock Spectra/Design Load Homber Shock Spectra/Design Load
750 2.13 6801 1.82
751 2.23 6802 1.88
752 3.38 b803 1.82
753 3.14 6804 2.46
754 1.50 0805 1.99
755 2.52 6806 1.88
6807 2.37
6808 2.48
......... "........... I II 1
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2. The shock spectra loads tend to equalize the loads in like
members, make the loads less sensitive to directional
effect and allow for deleterious tuning between launch
vehicle modes and spacecraft modes.
3. The advantage of the transient analysis can rarely be fully
exploited in design since tailoring member size to loads
and degree of freedom, member by member, is not feasible in
practice because of schedule and cost. In addition, design
loads derived from transient analysis must be chosen higher
than transient loads prediction in order to account for the
deleterious tuning mentioned above.
Therefore, although the conservatism can be high the shock spectra
method was found to be a cost effective loads approach. The data
does not correspond to the shock spectra derivation of Section IV-A.
The latter is currently being used for the design of the Galileo and
the International Solar Polar Mission (ISPM) spacecraft. Table IV-3
shows the comparison of the ISPM spacecraft generalized shock spectra
loads with those obtained by the recovered transient analysis. The
comparison indicates that the loads are indeed very closed.
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Table IV-3. Comparison of Generalized Shock Spectra and Recovered
Transient Loads for ISPM
Maximum Load
Upper Bound From Recovcred Ratio
Load Transient Analysis Upper Bound/
Member (N) (N) Transient
701 4020 2861 I..41
702 10040 7968 1.26
703 . 12200 10943 1.12
704 7100 7692 0.92
705 4380 375_ ..17
706 10260 9430 1.09
707 11500 12197 0.94
708 7100 6891 1.03
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V. OTHERMETHODS
Other aerospace organizations are actively involved in shuttle payload
activities. In this section four different loads methods proposed by
various companies will be briefly reviewed.
A. Time Uncorrelated Maxima and Minima
The Boeing Aerospace Company (BAC) has developed a simplified method
[59] which aims at reducing the number of normal modes to be used in
the evaluation of the time history of the member forces obtained from
a transient analysis. For any event, the approach is, to first
search for the absolute maxima of each coupled generalized coordinate
q(t). Second, the loads transformation row matrix (LTM) for each
component is multiplied by the column of these maxima and the
contribution to the total summation is noted and ordered by absolute
maxima. Based on this ordering only those modes which are deemed
important are selected. The selection criteria used can be varied
but, in practice, those modes contributing less than a predetermined
value, such as 0.1%, to the total summation are discarded. Based on
these criteria typically 50% of the modes are declared trivial. The
computed time history for the force (or moment) component is now
calculated using only the retained modes. It shculd be noted that
each force component has a different set of retained modes. This
method saves time and seems to be an interesting innovation for the
time domain solution technique. There is as yet a lack of data to
fully assess the cot,servatism (or lack thereof) of this method. It
should not be difficult to estimate the bound of the error. BAC
experience indicates that for a cutoff criteria of discarding the
0.1% contributory modes, a saving in computation time of 20 or 30% is
achieved. For a I% cutoff criteria the saving is approximately 75%
in computation time.
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B. Impedance Technique for Determining Low Frequency Payload Environments
Martin Marietta Aerospace (MMA) has developed an "impedance" method
[60] which eliminates the necessity of creating detailed coupled
models as well as decreasing the scope of an overall integration
task. This approach corrects the response of the launch
vehicle/payload interface to reflect feedback changes associated with
changes of the payload. All calculations are made in the frequency
domain. The approach eliminates the necessity of computing the final
coupled eigensolutions. The final equations are reduced to simple
complex transfer functions. Furthermore, the launch vehicle dynamic
characteristics required to compute these transfer functions consist
of unloaded interface free-free modal data. By obtaining a
"standard" set of launch vehicle models and input environmental data,
the payload organizations should be able to calculate the expected
low frequency environments at the launch vehicle/payload interface.
This approach also reduces a large portion of the overall integration
task. This approach was applied to the Long Duration Exposure
Facility (LDEF) loads calculation for the STS environments. From the
results, it was concluded that the frequency domain analysis was
quite difficult to implement because of, among other things, the
sensitivity to the damping. A comparison wi_h the results of the
time domain analysis also indicated that more meaningful information
can be gained from the transient analysis in time domain.
C. Coupled Base Motion Response Analysis of Payload Structural Systems
The Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) has developed a simplified
analytical approach for payload loads analysis [61]. This approach
is similar in many respects to the recovered transient analysis
described in Section IV B.2. The main advantage of this approach is
the avoidance of the reconstruction of the entire launch
vehicle/payload composite model for each loads analysis cycle. This
conceptual approach was further studied by other investigators using
very simple examples [62]. It was concluded that the method gave
good results eve_with modal truncation.
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D. Modificationof FlightVehicleVibrationModes to Accountfor Design
Changes.
As mentionedbefore,quite commonly,subsequentto the completionof
a load cycle analysis,designmodificationsare made to the payload.
A new load cycle is then requiredto assess the effectsof these
design changeson payloadresponsesand loads. A techniquehas been
developedby the LockheedMissilesand Space Company(LMSC)that will
bypass a portion of the new analysiscycle. The method is called
mode modification[63],which consistsof expressingthe new
compositemodes in terms of the set of previousmodes plus a set of
constraintmodes associatedwith the area of the compositesystem
which is to be modified. An eigenvalueproblemfor the new modes is
formulatedwithin which the finite elementmass and stiffness
matrices in the area of modificationare explicitlydisplayedand may
be modified in any arbitrarymanner. This method is not a
perturbationmethod. Solutionof the eigenvalueproblemyields a set
of new system modes of the modified compositesystemdirectly. This
method was demonstratedusing three sampleproblemswith favorable
resultscomparingthem to the exact solutions.
.... t 'I .... m
j --
,.. -.... i r r i i |nil
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VI. CONCLUDINGREMARKS
b
The state-of-the-art of load prediction for payloads "launched by STS is
presently relying on very crude quasi-static load factors for preliminary
analyses and complete STS/Payload or STS/IUS/Payload system transient load
analyses for design and verification loads. The latter process is
I expensive and time consuming due to the complexity of the dynamic models
and the many organizational interfaces. At the present time the accuracy
of these analyses is questionable due to the lack of definition of the
forcing functions and uncertainties in the model of a launch vehicle which
has not yet been flown.
Over the last few years the problem of reducing the time and expenditure
for the design/analysis cycle of payloads has been addressed. Design
loads for the Voyager spacecraft were obtained in-house at JPL •using upper
bound loads obtained by the Shock Spectra/Impedance Method. The design
loads were verified by a system transient analysis later in the program.
A comparison of Voyager flight data with design data has shown that the
design was more conservative than Viking, which was designed using
transient analysis, at a substantial cos__r_eduction and some increase in
structural weight.
Recently the shock spectra method has been improved and it is currently
being used at JPL to design the Galileo (GLL) and the International Solar
Polar Mission (ISPM) spacecraft. Designing spacecraft to be flown on STS
to upper bound levels is appropriate due to the uncertainties of a yet not .......
flown launch vehicle.
Recognizing the necessity of simplifying the transient loads analysis
process JPL is also developing methods for decoupling the payload loads
analysis process from the launch vehicle as much as possible. These
methods are aimed at reducing the cost and improving the schedule for
transient load analyses. Ultimately, as flight data for the STS will .....
become available it is expected that these simplified transient loads !
analysis methods will provide the most accurate loads prediction at
reasonable cost.
-- _ - ..... _ ........ i I l I $ Ill
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APPEND]X A
Comparison of Measured and Analytically
Predicted Member Forces
for Viking Orbiter
Both Viking spacecraft, Viking I and Viking 2, had strain gauges installed on
the Viking Lander Capsule Adapter (VLCA) truss. These strain gauges measured
the axial forces in each of the six members of the truss. Table A-I shows the
comparison of the flight data to pre-flight predictions. The final flight
load prediction for Viking was made using the spacecraft structural mode_
verified by a test (Model VIII). 0nly those launch vehicle events considered
critical were analyzed using this model. Other events, considered less
critical were analyzed only early in the program using preliminary spacecraft
models (Model I and IV). The predictions for the latter Models are not
expected to be as good as for Model VIII.
i!,
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Table A-1. Compnr:lson of V:li_]ng 1 and V_k:ing 2 Mc'asured V],CA
Forces to Preflight- Analytlc_a.l Prodictloll._ ,'
Hl.nimum Max Imum
i
Meml_er/Meas. No. (Conlpresslon), ].b. (Tons_on), lb.
Predicted Viking l VI.klu_ 2 Predicted V:lk:ln_ 1 Vlklnl_ 2
I
750/CY 186S -2900 -2000 -2300 900 800 100
751/CY 187S -2700 -1600 -1300 ].800 800 1000
752/CY 188S -2300 -2000 -2200 400 100 0
753/CY 189S -.2900 -2500 -2800 900 200 Ii00
754/CY 190S -2800 -2200 -1500 1900 600 I00
755/CY 191S -2800 -2200 -2.300 800 200 200
(flax c__(MOdel VIII)
750/CY 186S -3200 --2000 -1900 i000 - 500 - 400
751/CY 187S -2900 -1500 -1200 1800 300 200
752/CY 188S -3400 -,2100 -2100 1200 - 400 - 300
753/CY 189S -3600 -1900 -2000 1400 - 300 - 300
754/CY 190S -3000 -1500 -1400 2000 200 400
755/CY-191S -3400 -1900 -2200 1200 - 300 - 400
S_tage .I_l__1_tion (Model I)
750/CY 186S .... -1600 -1400 -1800 0 - 800 - 800
751/CY 187S -1200 -1200 -1200 0 0 0
752/CY 188S -2000 -2000 -1700 0 - 600 .-600
753/CY 189S -2100 -1800 -1800 0 - 600 - 600
754/CY ].90S -1800 -1200 -1200 0 0 - i00
755/CY ].91S -2000 -1900 .--1900 0 - 500 - 700
S_I Jettison (Model I)
750/CY 186S -1200 -1500 -].600 0 - 400 - 300
751/CY 187S - 700 -I000 -1000 0 200 300
752/CY 188S -1500 -1700 --1700 0 - 500 - 200
753/CY 189S -1200 -1400 -1600 0 - i00 0
754/CY 190S - 800 - 900 -1100 0 I00 200
755/CY..-191S -1400 -1500 -1500 0 - i00 - 300
Sta$_e._IBu__j_[jl (Model VIII)
750/CY 186S -4900 -2200 -2200 i000 -1600 -1600
751/CY 187S -2500 -ii00 -I000 500 - 800 - 800
752/CY 188S -5400 .-2200 -2200 1400 -1800 -1600
753/CY 189S -4500 -2300 -2300 600 -1200 -1500
754/CY 190S -2900 -1200 -1200 900 - 600 - 600
755/CY 191S -4500 .......2300 -2400 1300 -1300 -1600
I
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Table A-I. (:omparlson of Viking 1 and V_klng 2 Measured VLCA
l,'o_-cc,.qto Pr_.flight Ana]ytlcal Predictions (Coot_nued)
Min imum flax imt_m
Hember/M_as. No. (Compl:ess:ton), lb. (Tension), lb.
PredJcted Viking 1 V_king_2 Predicted Vlkin$ 1 Viking. 2.
S_a_$_ I Burnoue/St_%g_e._IIS_sj_ition (Model VIII)
750/CY 186S -3100 -2600 -2500 2000 300 300
751/CY 187S -2000 -1300 -1300 1800 i00 300
752/CY 188S -3100 -2700 -2500 2100 300 600
753/CY !89S -3100 -2500 -2500 1900 400 700
754/CY 190S -2200 -1400 -1300 2000 300 300
755/CY 191S -3000 -2700 -2600 2000 600 400
Stage II Burnout (Hodel IV)
750/CY 186S -1500 -1400 -1400 400 0 - 100
751/CY 187S - 600 - 700 - 700 400 - i00 0
752/CY 188S -2000 -1400 -1400 400 - i00 0
753/CY 189S -2400 -1300 -1500 400 0 0
754/CY 190S -!400 - 700 - 700 900 i00 I00
755/CY 191S -2400 -1400 -1600 q00 I00 200
Centaur MES II (Model I)
750/CY 186S ....700 - 700 .-900 0 0 200
751/CY 187S - 400 - 500 .-500 i00 0 200
752/CY-188S - 800 - 900 -.900 0 -- 0 200
753/CY 189S - 700 - 800 -i000 0 i00 200
754/CY 190S - 500 - 500 - 500 0 0 200
755/CY 191S - 800 _,_800 -i000 0 i00 200
Centaur HECO II (Hodel IV)
750/CY 186S -1400 -1600 -1500 1300 400 500
751/CY 187S - 800 - 800 - 800 900 400 500
752/CY 188S -1900 -1600 -1600 1400 600 700
753/CY 189S -2100 -1500 -1600 1600 800 i000
754/CY 190S - 700 - 800 - 900 900 300 600
755/CY 191S -1500 -1700 -1900 900 700 900
Note: Compression = Negative (-), Tension =__Positive (+)
All values {n the above.,tab!e have been rounded off to ±i00 ibs,
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APPENDIX B
i_ Cemparison of Measured and An... i _. _edicted
L Member Forces for the Vova craft
Estimated flight loads for the Voyager spacecraft were obtained by applying
the measured Launch Vehicle/Voyager interface accelerations to the base of the
spacecraft analytical model. The resulting loads are comparable to those
obtained from the launch vehicle/payload composite model under the
corresponding environments.
Since the interface accelerations play a very prominent role in the shock
spectra approach, the flight measurements will be compared with those obtained
analytically from the transient analysis. Figure B-I shows this comparison
for the launch event. The analytical interface acceleration was obtained by
applying the forcing function representing the lateral overpres_ure condition .-
to the Launch Vehicle/Payload composite model. The amplitude of the
analytical interface acceleration is somewhat higher than those of
flight-measured values. However, d_Je to different frequency content, it is
not certain that the anal3tical values will produce higher loads. Similarly,
Figure B-2 shows the interface acceleration comparisons for tile Stage I
Burnout (STG I BO) event. Here not only the amplitudes of the analytical and
flight data are similar but also the frequency contents are characteristically ..................
very close. It should be noted that some of the forcing functions used in the
transient analysis are synthesized based on the experiences from the previous
flignts, and certain conservatism has been built into these forcing
functions. Yet the resultin(] analytical interface acceleration is not much
greater than that of the flight measurements.
Next, the flight loads will be compared with the corresponding design loads.
Since only the Stage 0 Ignition (launch) and STG I BO events were considered
in the loads analysis, the comparison will be made by first listing the shock
spectra design loads for tile two events, then listing the ratio of flight
...... .... ,, ................. | ' _'_I
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------ANALYSIS
.... VOYAGERA
2.5 .... VOYAGERB
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I J
0 0.5 1.0 1.5
TIME,s
Figure B-I. Interface acce-lerations for launch
loads to the corresponding design loaGs as shown in Table B-I. Most of the
design loads are more than twice the flight loads (the flight to design load
ratio is less than 0.5). This confirms the design postulations that the shock
spectra approach will provide conservative loads and in view of the
uncertainties, the conservatism is reasonable. However, it must be emphasized
that the comparisons are made for the launch and STGI BO events only.
Similar comparisons are made for the transient analysis predicted loads as
shown in Table B-2. In this comparison, the ratios of flight to predicted
loads are much larger than the ones in the previous comparison. In fact, some
members have the ratio greater than 1.0 which means that the flight loads are
greater than the corresponding transient analysis predicted loads. One may
observe that the transient load analysis indeed does provide more accurate
loads prediction than tha4 of the shock spectra approach, of course at a
higher cost. It should also be noted here that the transient loads analysis
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TIME,s
Figure B-2. l_nterCncc accelernt_o_s i_or Stngc i! burnout
Figure B-2. -..............
for Voyager was performed not for the purpose of obtaining the design loads
but rather for the verification of the shock spectra loads. Had the transient
loads analysis been used for design purposes, a loads analysis factor would
have been used to multiply the resulting loads to provide more conservative
design loads.
_ ,. _L
"1 ...... I i
........ __ F_-" _,,
I
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'|'abl o B-L. 'Corni.nr:Ison of Hqx[mum F]:i.ght: and
Shock Spectrn Design I,oads
Launch Stage I Burnout
Des J gn F1 :Igh t:/1)e sign Des ign F]. J,gh t/Des ign
t
Hember (ib) A B (ib) A B
I
71917 1000.0 0.12 0.20 820.0 0.19 0.26
71927 980.0 0.11 0.32 770.0 0.24 0.29
e _ 71937 1020.0 0 16 0.35 850 0 0 31 0 23
_ • . . .
= 71947 1020.0 0.22 0.44 990.0 0 23 0 19
_ • •
m _ 71957 730.0 0.27 0.43 810.0 0 25 0.22
<
71967 710.0 0.18 0.31 630.0 0.27 0.28
80017 790.0 0.34 0.49 620.0 0.77 0.67
_ _ 80016 450.0 0.20 0.72 760.0 0.17 0.24
i _u_.'" 80106 410".0 0.30 0.42 460.0 0.37 0.40
_" 80107 700.0 0.47 0.61 900.0 0.64 0.58
,-_G 80177 670 0 0 48 0.61 740.0 0.74 0.69o _ • •
80176 550.0 O. 28 O. 63 530.0 O. 31 O. 21
30007 1750.0 0.31 0.64 2400.0 0.36 0.34
30017 1850.0 0.31 0.49 2540.0 0.35 0.34
= 30027 570.0 0 12 0.21 140 0 0.28 0.34
= 30047 1910.0 0.34 0.61 2650.0 0.37 0.35
_ 30057 1900.0 0 99 0.46 2600 0 0.37 0 36
_ 30067 131U.O 0.09 0.34 980.0 0.25 0.39
_ 30077 1320.0 0.19 0.46 1050.0 0.30 0.25
30087 450.0 0.12 0.27 200.0 0.28 0.42
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l'ab]e B-I. (continued)
l,aulleh Stagu 1 Burllout
1)es.ign FI. lght/llt.,sign Design FlIght/lIes ign
Humber (Ib) A B (lh) A B
[_ ' ii i , i .i,
40501 150.0 0.22 0.50 500.0 0,13 0.1.3
40511 450.0 0.26 0.47 750.0 0.25 0 23I '
! _ 40521 530.0 0.27 0.40 830.0 0.28 0.26
0
40611 630.0 0.33 0.48 1100.0 0.31 0.29
u 40621 860.0 0.31 0.48 1430.0 0.31 0.30
'_ 42851 360.0 0.23 0.56 1250.0 0 13 0 ll
42861 390.0 0.22 0.56 1340.0 0.13 O.11
42881. 390.0 0.18 0.52 1280.0 0.12 0.14
48027 620.0 0.27 0-45 1190.0 0.20 0.22
48037 650.0 0.19 0.31 1130.0 0.20 0.20
o e 48047 1040 0 0 35 0.55 1610.0 0.42 0.39
_D " " "
_ _ 48057 570.0 0.37 0.68 1260.0 0.32 0.30
_q
_ 48067 950.0 0.41 0.87 2580.0 0._. 0.27
u _ 48077 830 0 0 19 0 29 1420.0 0.18 0.18
48087 580.0 0.36 0.75 1870.0 0.18 0.16
e _ 50007 490 0 0.65 0.70 600.0 0.84 0.70
_G - .
N _ 50027 990.0 0.31 0.47 760.0 0.65 0 52
_ •
_ _ 50057 1040.0 0.3'2 0.39 760.0 0.68 0.57
_ 50077 400.0 0.73 0 78 530 0 0.88 0.71
68011 5900.0 O.21 O.40 4320.0 O.3[ O. 18
68021 7060.0 0.16 0,40 4910 0 0.24 0 17
&.
68031. 7120.0 0.09 O. I8 4520.0 0.29 0.36
-_ 68041 6870.0 0.09 0.25 5040.0 0.25 0.37
"0
o 6805I 6770.0 0.17 0.40 4880 0 q 32 0 15
68061 7110,0 0.2I 0.51 4320,0 0,37 0.24
,.-q
:_; 68071 6990.0 0.08 0.21 4890 0 0 26 0.35
7, 68081 5800.0 0.1{ 0,'21 4320.0 0.32 0.34
, ,,, -i
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Table B-2. Comp.'Ivl,_on oI: J_lilXl.lllUlllF]Ight mid 'l!ran:_!.enL
Pvedl.cLed l,o,}ds ...............
I,AUNC,II HAX _q STAC;E ] BURNOUT
Predicted Predicted Predicted Predicted Pred i.cted Predicted
tlember (ib) A B (Ib) A B (lb) A B
i 71917 347.6 0.35 0.58 344.0 0.43 0.70 212.3 0.73 1.00
: mm 71927 413.6 0.26 0.76 316.5 0.33 0.68 306.7 0.60 0.73
_ _ 71937 563.2 0.29 0.63 360.9 0.33 0.61 423.3 0.62 0.46
o
-_ = 71947 565.5 0 40 0.79 396.3 0.40 0.72 450.9 0.51 0 3g
-_ 71957 492.6 0 40 0.64 316 6 0.43 0.74 354 5 0.57 0.50
<
71967 313.4 0.41 0.70 269.5 0.57 0.81 144.0 1.18 1.23
80017 493.7 0.54 0.78 450.6 0.66 0.81 489.2 0.98 0.85
80016 192 6 0.47 1 68 164.2 0 53 0.79 169.9 0.76 1.08
O_ " " '
_=
o '_ 80106 257.4 0.48 0.67 350.1 0.22 ,0.40 176.7 0.96 1.04
o_
w _ 80107 454.4 0.72 0.94 344.4 0.98 1.12 610.2 0.94 0.86
_ 0 80177 343.0 0.94 1 19 315.9 1.08 1.21 582 9 0.94 0.88
o_ ....
80176 466.7 0.35 0.78 441.4 0.24 0.26 324.0 0.51 0.34
30007 1021.0 0.54 1.I0 694.2 0.80 1.09 897.4 0.96 0.91
30017 940.3 0.61 0.96 673.3 0.89 1.17 925.5 0.96 0.93
30027 56.1 1 18 9 16 54 8 1 47 2.50 22.6 1.74 2.11
= 30047 1321.0 0.49 0.88 928.2 0.63 0.89 1080.0 0.91 0.86
_ 30057 1005.0 0.54 0.87 890.9 0.71 0.91 1088.3 0.88 0.86
0 30067 592.2 0.20 0.76 553.] 0.26 0.61 506.3 0.48 0.76
_ 30077 770.0 0.32 0.79 564.5 0.30 0.70 470.3 0.67 0.56
30087 124.9 0.42 0.99 106.4 0.68 1.42 83.8 0.67 1 O0
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'l'abileB-2. (_'o.t lnued)
LAUNCtt MAX t_Cl STAGE I BURNOUT
Predicted Predicted Pred:tcted Predicted Predicted Predicted
_ Member (ib) A B (Ib) _ B (]b) A B
40501 66.3 0.50 1.13 59.0 0.57 0.92 21.2.6 0.30 0.30
40511 240.8 0.49 0.88 196.4 0.57 0.77 230.2 0.82 0.75
o 40521 268.9 0.53 0.79 223.6 0.62 0.82 305.2 0.76 0.71
O
=_ 40611 341.4 0.61 0.89 255. i 0.83 1.00 373.4 0.91 0.85
0_
u . . 0.88 0.85= 40621 448.5 0.59 0.92 361 2 0.69 0 93 505.0
_D
o 42851 187.3 0.44 1.08 97.2 0.64 0.93 394.4 0.41 0.35
42861 201.0 0.43 1.09 104.3 0.64 i.i0 423.1 0.41 0.35
42881 178.2 0.39 I.]4 128.4 0.48 0.85 434.0 0.35 0.41
48027 291.7 0.57 0.96 215.4 0.82 0.97 585.5 0.41 O.q5
48037 183.2 0.67 1.10 153.8 0.87 0.96 231.7 0.98 0.98
o m 48047 514.8 0.71 i.ii 403.6 1.07 1.12 711.6 0.95 0.88
_ 48057 342.3 0.62 1.13 233.5 0.97 1.12 450.6 0.90 0.84
o 48067 734.9 0.53 1.13 587.5 0.75 0.92 852.2 0.88 0.82
_ _ 48077 253.8 0.62 0.95 253.5 0.72 0.77 258.0 0 99 0.9_
48087 366.1 0.57 1.19 305.0 0.70 0.90 775.3 0.43 0.3_
50007 338.7 0.94 1.01 286..5 1.00 1.08 439.9 1.15 0.9(
0
._ e- 50027 487.1 0.63 0.96 408.2 0.72 1.01 435.4 1.14 0.9
N e_
_- m 50057 488.9 0.68 0.8_ 407.0 0.77 0.95 467.1 1.11 0.9_
= _ 50077 259.1 1.13 1.20 233.'2 1.14 1.24 395.0 1.18 0.9
-_]4-
'l';ll_le B-2. (conL[nued)
I,AUNCII HAX ,_q S'I'AdI_; 1 I_URNOUT
l;_1:]:g.ht:' 1_! I gl\t J_]:_ig.ht_
l'redLcted Predicted Prudieted I'red [cted Pred:lcted Predicted
I Hembe r (l.b) A B ( 1h) A B (l b) A B.i
68011 3234.0 0.38 0.73 2632.0 0.29 0.49 2784.8 0.48 0.28
i _ 68021 3753.0 0 30 0 75 3248 0 0 27 0.29 3432.7 0.34 0.24
68031 2507.0 0.26 0.51 2922.0 0.30 0.55 1543.0 0.85 1.05
68041 2143.0 0.29 0.80 2798.0 0.26 0.58 1393 0 0.90 1.34
0
"_ 68051 3398.0 0.34 0.80 3087.0 0.27 0.30 3321.9 0.47 0.22
._ 68061 3774.0 0.40 0.96 3188.0 0.24 0.45 3434.0 0.47 0.30
68071 2056.0 0.27 0.71 2944.0 0.23 0.56 864.3 1.47 1.98
68081 2038.0 0.37 0.60 2335.0 •0.35 0.57 1320.0 1.05 I11
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APPENDIX C I
Comparison of Acceleration Levels Obtained
Using the Generalized Shock Spectra Method
To Those Obtained From the Mass Acceleration Curve
!.
L' Figure C-I shows the comparison of acceleration levels obtained from the mass
acceleration curve to those obtained from the generalized shock spectra method
for two spacecraft, Galileo (GLL) and the International Solar Polar Mission
(ISPM) spacecraft.
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APPENDIXD
A Sample Problem for the Recovered
Transient Analysis
The proposed payload transient analysis technique will be demonstrated on a
realistic complex structural system, namely, the International Solar Polar
Mission (ISPM) spacecraft. The ISPM consists of two separate spacecraft, one
sponsored by NASAand the other by the European Space Agency (ESA). Figure
D-I shows the schematic of the ISPM spacecraft with the major structural
components identified. Table D-I contains the descriptions of the
mathematical model.
//_ /_ HIGH GAIN
ANTENNA/
ESASPACECRAFT----_ "_ ....." :-"
_-_ _-:'_7_"_r-PRO,.TANK.... "
RTG.-_ : _ , / ,_,J
', ._1_' "/: _.• _J :, - _ t !; lil"I
; !"_.'! " !. l I!1 1
_-_ ";..... _. ......'_!F--...;=' ,II,
ADAPTER \ .Y ?1"_'\ _ /_'.\ _ T II_
\_, ,.,,_,_1_-_,//',,! I_.'_,
NASA "_.5- \._,_l }./' :;; i _!"
SPACECRAFT--.--._ ;',_. _\. "'/ ..'"', ', ._[- _'
--- ,_----X!, I JZ \,x_. , _- _::rTS.UTTL_,,IHI: , I " [ "I " ._ t'_- :-'. l_t BAY
,,---_'._'ff,d.-._K---, . ; I illf=G , n,=,.'
,.___,,_._...... !. L_._,,. ..__:.. Y,TL_,A
NASA/IUS .. --" "' ' ' : J _" _, -1 JPL )
ADAPTER " ' "" -
IUS
l.'ip, uru l)-], ]SlfiXl Sl);_cm'r;ltt
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Tablo D-1. ].SPM.Ftnite Elomc'nt Mod_l
NASA S/C ESA S/C Total
Numhelr of Grid Points 112 1.22 234
Numl_er of Static Degrees of Freedom 400 430 830
Number _ of Finite Elements 298 221 51.9
Numbei: of Dynamic Degrees of Freedom 1.50 87 237
Number of Vibration Modes of Interest 51 814 135 ii
% ¢Number of ,.lode,_Retained - Loads Analysls 40 IFrequency 143 llz
.. ]
The two spacecraft will be launched in tandem from a single shuttle/Inertial
Upper Stage (IUS) in early 1983 to conduct scientific explorations in the
Sun's polar orbit, approximately 90o from the ecliptic plane. Thespace
shuttle launch vehicle configuration consists of the orbiter, external oxygen,
and hydrogen tank (ET), and two solid rocket boosters (SRBs). For
interplanetary trajectories, an IUS is included for additional propulsion for
payloads to reach distant planets. Figure D-2 shows the ISPM/Shuttle/IUS
composite system in the lift-off Configuration. The load conditions based on
which the shuttle structural system is designed are numerous such as the
lift-off, high of boost, SRBburn, SRBstaging, orbiter main engine burn,
orbiter main engine cutoff external tank jettison, space operation, entry and
descent, TAEM(terminal area energy management), landing approach and various
abort conditions. However, for the payload structure design it was found that
the lift-off and abort landing events are of importance. In the sample
problem onlj the lift-off environment will be considered.
Prior to the ISPM project, another planetary spacecraft, Galileo (GLI.), has
been designed to be launched by the identical Shuttle/IUS launch vehicle
system. The Shuttle/IUS/Galileo composite model has been analyzed for the
dynamic environments representing the lift-off and abort using a Simplified
GLL model. The results of the analysis will be used as described in Section
IV.B.I and IV.B.2 for the analysis of the Shuttle/IUS/ISPM system. The first
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composite system, Shuttle/iUS/ Galileo, is represented by 150 normal modes at
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cantilevered ISPM model is represented by 40 normal modes and their
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modal
damping cycle c/c c = 0.01 is assumed for all the modes. First, a mini
loads analysis, in which tne ISPM model will be subjected to a base motion
obtained from the IUS/Galileo interface accelerations, will be performed. The
mini loads analysis is similar to the rigid body interface acceleration method
of Section IV.B.I without the correction term for the elasticity of the
I spacecraf_t. The results will be compared with the recovered transient
analysis. The comparisons will be made on the member loads of the selected
components.
Figure D-3 shows the IUS/Galileo interface acceleration for the lift-off
condition. These accelerations have been used as forcing functions for the
mini loads analysis. Since the ISPM spacecraft is in the same class as that
of the Galileo spacecraft, the approximate dynamic environment for the ISPM
can be estimated from Figure D-3. In this case, approximately a three G peak
acceleration will be experienced at the base of the ISPM spacecraft in the
longitudinal diFection and two G peak acceleration in the lateral direction.
Table D-2 shows the loads obtained by the recovered transient method for the
NASA/ESA spacecraft adapter truss. The comparison of these loads to those
obtained by the mini loads analysis shows that reasonable agreement has been
achieved. Since the spacecraft adapter truss consists of structural members
connecting the two spacecraft, the loads are mainly derived from the low
frequency motion of the interface. Therefore, it is not surprising that the
mini loads analysis predicts the loads accurately. However, for the
structural members dominated by the high frequency local motion, the
discrepancies between the results of these two analyses can be substantial.
Figure D-4 shows the time histories of the loads obtained by a mini loads
analysis and recovered transient analysis for a RCS thruster outrigger. These
loads are order of magnitude different from each other,
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